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MEDICAL HANDBOOK FOR THE USE OF LIGHTHOUSE

VESSELS AND STATIONS.

DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE AND LABOR,

BUREAU or LIGHTHOUSES,

Washington, D. C., February 1, 1912.

This Handbook has been prepared for the benefit of officers and

employees of the Lighthouse Service, whose duty on vessels and at

remote stations may
render it difficult at times for them to obtain

necessary
medical assistance or advice. In all cases of serious sick-ness

or injury, however, medical attendance should be obtained as soon

as practicable. Written directions must very imperfectly supply the

place of the physician and surgeon. With a medicine chest and

handbook it is not possible to provide for and explain the treatment

of more than a few of the commoner diseases by persons who have

not had a medical education.

Medicine chests, equipped with the list of articles given herein,

will be supplied to the vessels and remote stations, as approved.

Such chests must be kept accessible, frequently inspected, and fully

equipped. The dates when obtained must appear on all medicines

and packages, and they must be renewed when no longer serviceable,

according to the length of time stated in the list of medicines and

articles.

Sick or disabled
persons employed on vessels of the Lighthouse

Service will be admitted to the benefits of
any United States marine

hospital without charge at any
time

upon application of their re-spective

commanding officers.

This Handbook is a revision for the use of the Lighthouse Service

of the Handbook for the Ship's Medicine Chest, prepared by George

W. Stoner, surgeon, United States Public Health and Marine-

Hospital Service, by direction of the Surgeon General of that Service.

G. R. PUTNAM,

Commissioner of Lighthouses.
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6 MEDICAL HANDBOOK.

MEDICINES AND ARTICLES TO BE SUPPLIED FOR MEDICINE CHESTS.

These medicines will remain serviceable until used if kept in glass-

stoppered bottles,with the exception of those marked " 1 year,"
which should be renewed after that interval.

For bulky articles not over a pint of each need be kept in the

medicine chest.

All poisonousmedicines must be plainlyso marked on the bottles

or packages.
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SANITATION.

On vessels. "
The master of a vessel should observe the following

measures on board his vessel,and the same rules should be appliedat

lightstations,so far as useful.

The water-closets,forecastle,bilges,and similar portionsof the

vessel liable to harbor infection should be frequentlycleansed.

Free ventilation and rigorouscleanliness should be maintained in

all portionsof the ship during the voyage and measures taken to

destroyrats,mice,fleas,flies,roaches,mosquitoes,and other vermin.

A patientsick of a communicable disease should be isolated and

one member of the crew detailed for his care and comfort,who, if

practicable,should be immune to the disease.

Communication between the patientor his nurse and other persons

on board should be reduced to a minimum.

Used clothing,body linen,and bedding of the patientand nurse

should at once be immersed in boilingwater or in a disinfectingsolu-tion

of 1 to 1,000bichloride of mercury, and should be kept so im-mersed

for 20 minutes.

The compartment from which the patientwas removed should be

disinfected and thoroughlycleansed.

Any person sufferingfrom malarial fever should be kept under

mosquito bars and the apartment in which he is confined closely
screened with mosquitonetting. All mosquitoeson board should be

destroyedby burning Pyrethrum powder (Persianinsect powder)
or by fumigation with sulphur,burning 4 pounds sulphur to 1,000
cubic feet air space, the room or compartment to be closed for 4 hours.

Mosquito larvae (wigglersor wiggle tails)should be destroyedin
water barrels,casks,and other collections of water about the vessel

by the use of petroleum (kerosene). Where this is not practicable,
use mosquito nettingto prevent the exit of mosquitoesfrom such

breedingplaces.

Formulas for disinfecting solutions recommended for use.

Bichloride of mercury (1 : 1,000) :

Bichloride of mercury
.

1

Sea water
; 1,000

Carbolic acid (2.5 per cent) :

Carbolic acid, pure : 25

Fresh water 1,000

Flies as carriers of disease. " It is a well-known fact that fliescarry
the germs of such well-known diseases as tuberculosis,typhoid fever,

and probably smallpox; hence the importance of preventingtheir

breedingnear a dwellingor securingaccess to a house. They breed

in such thingsas stable manure, garbage,etc.,in from eightto ten

days after the eggs are deposited. The flydepositsits eggs, which
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in a few days hatch into a white worm, popularly called the mag-got,

then turning into the fly. If there is a stable near the light-house,
the manure in it should be protectedfrom the access of flies

by a screening or some similar method. All garbage not buried

or burned should be in cans, protectedby tops, so that the fliescan

not get in. All openings to the house should be protectedby wire

netting,preferablybronze wire,16 mesh to the inch.

Mosquitoes." Mosquitoes are known to convey such diseases as

malarial and yellow fever by bitinga person sick with this disease

and afterwards inoculatingother persons by biting them. The

screens mentioned above,properlyappliedto all the openings of the

house, will prevent their entrance into it. They breed usually in

stagnant water. The eggs are depositedon the surface of the water

and are hatched out first in the form of what is known as wiggle
tails or wigglers. At the end of about ten days these wigglers go

through certain changes and become full-fledgedmosquitoes. It is

important that no water be allowed to stand in containers about the

dwellingfor a period as long as eightdays. If there are such con-tainers,

they should be emptied every five or six days or protectedby
a netting,so that the mosquitoes can not obtain access to lay their

eggs. Ponds are the principalbreedingground of mosquitoes,and if

possiblethey should be drained or oiled when near a dwelling. The

malarial mosquito only bites about sundown or during the night.
Diet. " In all acute diseases,especiallythose attended with fever,

the questionof diet is a very important one, and the main reliance

may be placed on such food as eggs and milk. Thin soups may be

used,but they contain very little nutrition and can not be depended

upon to maintain the strengthof the sick.

The proper mastication or chewing of the food is necessary to

good digestionand the maintenance of a healthful condition. On

this account the drinking of largequantitiesof fluid at mealtime is

objectionable,as it has a tendency to wash down the solids before

they are properlychewed. It is desirable to have the meals at regu-lar

hours.

Cleanliness of the person. " A cold bath every morning is probably
the best plan for a person in vigoroushealth,but to take one with

benefit there should be a pleasantglow of exhilaration afterwards,
and it is necessary in cold weather for the average person to have a

warm room in which to take this cold bath. A great many people
do better with a bath in tepidwater ; but it is impossibleto fix any

hard and fast rule in these matters.

The presence of bedbugs in dwellings is indicative of want of

care and cleanliness as to bed,bedclothes,etc.,and means should be

taken to exterminate them when they appear. A liberal application
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of kerosene oil to the placesinfested is probably the best means of

killingthem.

Care of the mouth and teeth.
"

The teeth should be cleansed after

each meal with a soft brush, using some mild dentifrice. Castile

soap makes an excellent cleanser in the absence of a dentifrice.

For toothache caused by a decaying tooth often the only cure is

pulling out the tooth. Relief,however, can sometimes be obtained

by cleaning out the cavity and putting in two or three drops of

creosote on a small piece of cotton. For toothache without the

presence of a decayed tooth to cause it,the applicationof heat to

the seat of the pain will often give relief.

COMMON POISONS AND THEIR ANTIDOTES.

Bichloride of mercury or corrosive sublimate. " Give the whites

of several eggs mixed with milk or water, or flour and water, if eggs

can not be obtained. Then administer an emetic of a tablespoonful
of mustard in warm water. The importance of givingthese remedies

as soon as possible.aftertaking of the poisonshould be understood.

Opium includingmorphine, laudanum, and paregoric." An emetic "

a tablespoonfulof mustard in warm water "
should be immedi-ately

administered,and if the patient becomes very drowsy cold

water may be dashed in his face and he may be beaten with a wet

towel and forced to walk up and down. When the respirationbe-comes

slow and irregular,artificialrespirationshould be made, the

same as is used to restore the partiallydrowned.

Carbolic acid. " Give grain alcohol (not wood alcohol)liberally,

as much as a half glass,followed immediately by an emetic. If the

alcohol is not obtainable,a half ounce of Epsom salts in warm water

may be administered;then give the emetic consistingof a table-

spoonful of mustard in warm water. Common table salt,two table-

spoonfulsin a glassof warm water, is an excellent emetic if nothing
else can be secured.

Arsenic, including Paris green. "
Administer immediately a table-

spoonfulof mustard in a glassof warm water, and repeat if vomiting
is not very free,as it is all important to empty the stomach at once.

Afterwards give milk and eggs freely,or olive oil,one-fourth pint.
A tablespoonfulof common washing soda in a half glassof water

will often relieve the symptoms.

USE OF CLINICAL THERMOMETER.

Place bulb of mercury in mouth under tongue for five minutes. If

it registersover 101 degrees,send for physician. Stay in bed until

he arrives. See that it registersless than 97 before using.
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MALARIAL FEVER.

Malarial fever is an endemic infectious disease,caused by a para-site
of the blood. The disease is transmitted to man (inoculated)by

the bite of certain kinds of mosquitoes,of the genus Anopheles.
It is a disease of warm and temperate regions;very prevalent

and of severe type in hot countries,especiallyalong the seacoast

and basins of rivers,but graduallydecliningin extent and virulence

in proportionto the distance on either side from the Equator. In

the Tropics the disease is constantlyprevalent. In the cooler,or

temperate regions,as, for example, along the coast of the Central

Atlantic States,it is active only during summer and autumn. It is

seldom developed at a lower temperature than 60" F. (15.5"C.),
and even in the hot climates malaria is probably never contracted

far away from land. The disease is said to be most frequentlycon-tracted

during the night,justafter sunset and justbefore sunrise

being the most dangerous periods. It is,therefore,very important
in infected localitiesnot to permit the men to go ashore nor to allow

them to sleepon deck if the vessel is lying near the land ; or, if they
must sleepon deck or other exposed places,to provide suitable pro-tection

by means of blankets and properlyconstructed mosquitobars.
There are different varieties and types of malarial intermittent

fever: (1) Quotidian,when the paroxysm 'occurs every day; (2)

tertian,when it occurs every other day; and (3) quartan, when it

occurs every fourth day. The disease is popularlyknown as
" fever

and ague,"" chills and fever,"" the shakes,"etc. It is characterized

by recurring paroxysms, consistingas a rule of three distinct

stages : The cold,the hot,and the sweatingstage. The attack may

be sudden or it may be precededby a feelingof uneasiness,a desire

to stretch the limbs and yawn, headache,loss of appetite,and some-times

by vomiting. The chill may be of any degree of severity.
Patients sometimes complain only of chilliness or of a creepingsen-sation

of coldness over the back. More frequentlythe chill is well

marked; the feelingof cold spreads all over the body, the teeth

chatter,the patientshivers,and his whole body shakes. This cold

stage may last from a few minutes to an hour,or longer.
The hot stage graduallycomes on as the cold stage subsides,and

soon there is a feelingof intense heat. The face becomes flushed,
the pulse full or bounding, the headache continues,and the patient
is in high fever. This stage may last from half an hour to four or

five hours, when perspirationappears, first on the forehead and

graduallyover the entire body, and the sweating stage is fullyestab-lished.

With the appearance of perspirationthe fever declines,the

distressingsymptoms graduallycease, the patientexperiencesa feel-ing

of great relief,and soon falls into a refreshingsleep. The dura-
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tion of the sweating stage varies from one to three hours. It may

be very profuse or very slight. At the end of the sweating stage
the patientmay be greatlyprostratedor may feel quite well, and

able to be up and about until the beginning of the cold stage of the

next fit,twenty-four,forty-eight,or seventy-two hours from the

beginning of the first.

There are three varieties of malarial fever " intermittent,remit-tent,

and a very severe type known as perniciousmalarial fever.

In the intermittent the paroxysms may recur at irregularintervals,
the cold stage may be absent,the fever may come on graduallyand

decline to normal in the same manner.

When the attacks are prolonged,and when instead of decliningto

normal there may be only a slightfall in the temperature and slight

sweating,the fever is called remittent fever.

Pernicious malarial fever, as the name indicates,is a very fatal

disease. It occurs chieflyin hot climates,but is occasionallymet with

in temperate regions. It may be precededby an apparentlymild 'at-tack

of intermittent fever or the patientmay be taken suddenly with

intense headache, high fever,wild or perhaps muttering delirium,

rapidly passing into unconsciousness,and death may occur within

a few hours from the beginning of the attack.

In another form of the disease the attack beginswith extreme cold-ness

of the surface of the body, with vomiting,or with severe diar-rhea

or dysentery,and the patientmay die from collapse.
There is also a hemorrhagic form in which bleeding may occur

from the nose, mouth, or gums. The urine may be bloody or quite
dark in color,in some cases almost black. In tropicalAfrica and

other hot countries where the disease prevailsit is known as
" black-

water fever."

Hemorrhages, however,may occur in any severe or prolonged form

of malarial infection,and bloody urine (malarialhematuria) is not

infrequentlymet with.

Treatment. " Quinine is the remedy, and quininealso acts as a pre-ventive.

In going to a malarial region,treatment should be com-menced

several days before arrivingat port. To each man on board

should be given at least 10 grains (0.6gm.) of quininedaily for a

periodof one week. The allowance may then be reduced to 5 grains
(0.3 gm.) or even to 3 grains (0.2gm.) a day. The bowels should

be kept freelyopen.
If a chill occur, the patientshould at once be wrapped in blankets

and given hot drinks. During the hot stage, cold drinks,lemonade,
etc.,may be given. As soon as the sweating stage begins,10 or 15

grains(0.6gm. to 1 gm.) of quinineshould be given,and thereafter 5

grains(0.3gm.) every six hours, for two or three days,and then con-
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tinued in smaller doses,say 3 grains(0.2gm.) three times daily,for

the next two weeks.

If the chill is severe, or if the surface of the body is very cold,hot-

water bottles or heated bricks or stones wrapped in cloth or in a

separate pieceof blanket should be placed to the feet. Mustard

plastersmay also be appliedto the extremities and over the region
of the heart,and hot stimulatingdrinks should be given.

If vomiting occur, a mustard plastermay also be placed over the

regionof the stomach,above the navel,and cracked ice may be given

by the mouth. Headache may be relieved by cold applications.
If the hot stage is severe, a tepidbath may be givenin a tub or by

means of a sponge. If the temperature is very high,105" or 106" F.

(40.5"or 41.1" C.),a cold bath should be given.
In remittent and other severe types of malarial fever the treatment

should be more active. No time should be lost in givingthe quinine;
30 or 15 or 20 grains (0.6gm. to 1.3 gm.) should be given imme-diately,

and alongwith this,if the bowels are not freelyopen, a calo-mel

tablet,one-tenth graineach,should be givenevery half hour until

10 have been taken. After the bowels move, the quinineshould be

continued in 5-grain(0.3gm.) doses every four or five hours.

The symptoms and signsof typicalmalarial intermittent fever are

so strikingthat they can hardly be mistaken for anything else. It

must not be forgotten,however,that there are typicaland irregular
forms of malarial fever,and that they may be mistaken for other

diseases,such as tubercle (consumption)of the lungs,abscess of the

lungs or of the liver or any part of the body, or the result of the

passingof a catheter,all of which produce chills or chilliness and

fever.

Some forms of remittent or continued remittent malarial fever

may be difficultto distinguishfrom typhoid fever. The remittent

type may be mistaken for yellowfever.

Quinine is the remedy for any form of malarial fever. If the

fever does not yieldto full doses of quinine,it is probablynot mala-rial.

At any rate this is the most practicalmethod for determining
the questionas to whether the fever is malarial or not. In the hos-pital

or laboratorythe diagnosisis made by microscopicalexamina-tion

of the blood.

The diet in any form of acute fever should be light,liquid,and

nourishing;and if there is much prostration,stimulants will be re-quired.

Solid food should not be allowed.

MEASLES.

Measles is an acute infectious disease,which most commonly at-tacks

children but may occur in adults. It usuallyspreadsfrom per-son

to person by exposure to a patientwith the disease,as going into
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the room where he is sick,ridingin the same street car, or being in

the same schoolroom. It generallymakes its appearance from twelve

to fourteen days after exposure. One attack is usuallya protection

againsta second one.

It usuallybeginswith the symptoms of an ordinarycold. There

may be an initial chill;the patient'sface looks flushed and some-times

slightlyswollen about the nose and eyes, and the eyes are red-dened.

There may be a tendency to sneeze, and an examination of

the throat will disclose a reddening of the mucous membrane. The

rash often appears first in the throat. Some cough may be present
at the onset,with more or less headache. Fever is generallypresent
with the onset of these symptoms. The eruptionon the skin devel-ops

on the third or fourth day of the fever. It may be most marked

on the forehead or about the ears, lookinglike fleabites,and gradu-ally

spreads over the entire body. The patienthas considerable

cough with expectoration.In children there is some liabilityto a

form of pneumonia called broncho-pneumonia, which renders the

disease much more dangerous. It may also have the complicationof
diarrhea and vomiting,due to implicationof the bowels and stomach.

As soon as a case is discovered it should be put in bed and isolated

in a room, from which children should be excluded and only those

adults admitted who are directlyconcerned in the care of the case.

It is necessary to protect the patientfrom becoming chilled,and
he should not be exposed to drafts,but fresh air should be admitted

to the room. If the weather is cold,he should be provided with

plentyof covering.
The treatment of an ordinarycase of measles is practicallynil,as

little or no medication is required.If there is much irritation of the

eyes, it is well to have the room darkened and to wash out the eyes
with a saturated solution of boric acid in warm water. Take a glass
of warm water and put into it all the boric acid it will dissolve and

use it as a wash for the eyes, keeping it covered to prevent dust or

other impuritiesgettinginto the solution. Everything applied to

the eyes should be scrupulouslyclean.
If the skin is dusky and the eruptionis not well marked, the pa-tient

may be envelopedin sheets or blankets wrung from hot water,
but care must be exercised that he does not become too rapidlychilled
afterwards. Only sufficientcoveringshould be used to render the

patientcomfortable.

If the cough is very troublesome,a tablet of brown mixture may be

given three or four times a day.
After the eruptionhas disappearedand the peelingof the skin has

begun, the patientshould bathe dailyin order that the skin may be

freed from the scales. Children should not be allowed to approach
the patientuntil after this scalinghas entirelyceased.
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During the period of the disease the patientmay be fed on broths,

milk, soft-boiled eggs, etc.

After recovery of a case of measles,the bedding should be disin-fected

by boilingtwenty minutes or by soaking in a bichloride of

mercury solution,1 to 1,000,for two or three hours.

The hangings in the room and the rug or carpet, if any, should

be disinfected,if possible; but if disinfection is not practicable,they
should be hung out in the sunshine and well beaten before being used

again. The room should be thoroughly cleaned and p.ired for several

days.

MUMPS.

Mumps is an acute infectious disease usuallyaffectingchildren,
but may occur in adults. It affects the parotid gland, which is

situated justbelow the ear on each side. It is usuallyconveyed by
contact from one patientto another. Hence, the patientshould be

isolated in a room, and children should not be exposed to the dis-ease.

Only the adults directlyin charge of the case should be ad-mitted

to the room unless they have been protectedby a previous
attack. An attack usuallycomes on about fifteen days after the

exposure to the disease.

The chief symptoms are pain and swellingin the parotid region
under the ear. Movements of the jaw, such as chewing and talking,
will be painful. Swelling may occur on one or both sides,but nearly

always both are involved. It is usually worst about the third day,
and may gradually disappear after that. It is usually a very mild

disease,but swellingof the testicle is a frequentcomplicationin the

male.

Treatment. " Light diet,such as broths,eggs, milk, rice puddings,

etc.,should be given. Sour food and acid drinks will be found to

give considerable pain if taken in the mouth ; hence, they should be

avoided. Hot applicationsmay be placed over the swollen glands if

there is very much pain. No internal medicines are indicated. If

the bowels are constipated,a tablespoonfulof Epsom salts may be

administered with benefit.

After recovery of a case of mumps, the bedding should be dis-infected

by boilingtwenty minutes or by soaking in a bichloride of

mercury solution,1 to 1,000,for two or three hours.

The hangings in the room and the rug or carpet,if any, should be

disinfected,if possible;but if disinfection is not practicable,they
should be hung out in the sunshine and well beaten before being used

again. The room should be thoroughly cleaned and aired for several

days.
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SMALLPOX.

Smallpox is an acute,contagiousdisease,characterized by an initial

fever and successive stages of eruption. It spreads rapidly among

persons unprotectedby vaccination. It may be communicated by the

breath,by exhalations from the skin,by clothing,or by anything that

has been in contact with a person sufferingfrom the disease. It is

very contagiousduring the latter stage of eruption,and especially

during the periodof convalescence when the dried pus scales become

detached from the skin and in the form of dry powder or dust settle

on everythingabout the room or compartment, and may be conveyed
not only to all parts of the ship or lightstation,but to any part of

the world to which the ship is bound.

After a periodof incubation of from eightto fourteen days,occa-sionally

longer,the disease begins suddenly,usually with a chill,

always with severe pain in the back and loins,intense headache,and

high fever. Vomiting occurs in many cases. The bowels may or

may not be constipated.
About the end of the third day or on the fourth day a papular

eruptionappears on the forehead,and frequentlyon the lipsand the

wrists,occasionallyin the mouth and throat,and graduallyextends

to other parts of the body. The eruptionbegins as a brightred dot

or spot slightlyelevated above the surrounding skin,enlarginguntil

the second day, when it forms a papule. The papule is hard to the

touch,feels like shot under the skin. As soon as the eruptionappears
the temperature beginsto fall,and the distressingsymptoms subside.

On the fifth or sixth day a small vesicle,with a depressionof the

center,appears on the top of each papule. The vesicles gradually
become distended,the depressedcenters rounded out, and about the

eighthor ninth day the change is completed and the vesicles become

pustules.They have a yellowishgray appearance and each pustule
is surrounded by a red border. The skin between them is swollen,
the eyes may be closed. During this change the temperature rises

again,secondaryfever sets in,the chief symptoms return,and a day
or two later another change begins. The pustulesbreak,matter oozes

out, crusts form, first on the face and then over other parts of the

body, followingthe order of the appearance of the eruption. The

secondary fever may be quitehigh in the beginning,but gradually
declines as the pustuleschange into crusts,and in favorable cases

seldom lasts more than two or three days. The crusts then rapidly
dry and fall off,leavingred spots on the skin and here and there the

characteristic pockmarks or pits. The healing of the pustulesis

usuallyattended by troublesome itching.
In some cases a diffuse redness of the skin or red spots appear on

the abdomen, or on the side of the chest,or on the inner surface of
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the thighs as early as the second day, but the distinctive papular
eruptionmakes its appearance, as stated,at the end of the third or

on the fourth day and nearlyalways begins on the forehead.

In the confluent form of smallpox the eruptionmay appear a day
earlier and all the symptoms are more severe. The pustulesrun

togetherand form largebrownish scabs,chieflyon the face and head,
but also on the hands and feet. The face and neck are greatlyswol-len,

the eyes are closed,the features are distorted. The patientcom-plains

of tension and burningof the skin ; there is much thirst, The

eruptionmay also appear in the mouth and throat. The secondary
fever is high. Delirium may be quitemarked. In fatal cases the

pulsebecomes rapid and feebleând death occurs about the tenth or

eleventh day or later.

In favorable cases, about the eleventh or twelfth day the pustules

beginto break. The matter dries and forms crusts which slowlyfall

off,leavingthe skin quitered and in many cases dreadfullyscarred
and pitted.

The crusts beginto drop off about the fourteenth day,but the proc-ess

of desquamation may not be completed until the end of the third

or fourth week, and the fever may persistduring that period. There

is a milder form of smallpox called varioloid,in which the symptoms

are usuallymilder and of shorter duration. Varioloid occurs in per-sons

who have been vaccinated. Sometimes the eruptionbeginson the

feet. In some cases it is confined to the feet and hands. Occasionally
the eruptionis extensive and the symptoms are severe.

The most severe type of smallpox is the hemorrhagic (bloody). It-

occurs in two forms. In one the case goes on in the usual way until

about the ninth or tenth day,when blood makes its appearance in the

pock. This form is sometimes called black smallpox. In the other

form the eruptionmay be blood-colored from the second day, and

bleedingmay take placefrom the nose or mouth or from the rectum.

The face is greatlyswollen and the eyes are deeplybloodshot. Death

occurs during the firstweek, sometimes as earlyas the second day.

Before the characteristic eruption appears it is frequentlyvery
difficultto determine the existence of smallpox. It is easilycon-founded

with other eruptive diseases. The important points to

remember are the intense pain in the back, the high fever,and

bounding pulse,all of which precede the eruption,and that when

the eruptionappears the fever and all the severe symptoms subside.

The temperaturebefore the eruptionmay be up to 105" or 106" F.

(40.5"or 41.1" C.). When the eruptionappears it beginsto decline

and within twenty-fouror thirty-sixhours is down to about 100" F.

(37.7"C.). When the secondary fever sets in the temperature rises

again.
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Treatment. " The patientshould be placedin a cool,well- ventilated

room, and strictlyisolated ; and every person at the lightstation or

on board the ship should be immediatelyvaccinated. No one should

be allowed to come in contact with him except the nurse or attendant,

and the nurse or attendant should not be allowed to come in contact

with other persons. While in immediate attendance on the sick he

should wear overalls and jumper, and a head covering,to be removed

when he leaves the room, and immediately put on again when he

returns. Separatedishes and necessary utensils should be provided.
The food should be placedat a convenient placenear the door of the

sick room where the nurse can come and get it. Nothing should be

allowed in the room except the articles absolutelynecessary. The

soiled clothingshould be wrapped in a clean sheet (orin a sheet that

has been dipped in a 1 to 1,000 solution of bichloride of mercury),
and the bundle placed in a kettle of water and thoroughly boiled.

If there is a sufficientsupply of bedclothingthe soiled articles should

be destroyedby fire (burned). The patientmust be kept thoroughly
clean. Good nursing is very important.

In the earlystage,when the fever is high,placethe patientin a

cold bath,or givehim a cold sponge bath,note the temperature of the

body,and repeat the bath every three hours if the thermometer regis-ters
above 103" F. (39.4"C.). If the bowels are constipated,give

small doses of Epsom salts,2 teaspoonfuls,every two or three hours.

The food should be soft and nourishingand given at regularinter-vals.

Cold drinks,lemonade,barleywater, etc.,may be freelygiven.
The pain and tension in the skin may be relieved by cold applica-tions.

A pieceof lint,wet with a cold 2 per cent solution of carbolic

acid,may be applied to the face and frequentlyrenewed. Holes

should be cut into the lint correspondingto the eyes, nose, and mouth.

When the pustulesbegin to form it is a good plan to touch each one

with tincture of iodine (a camel 's-hair brush may be used for the

purpose)
,
and a day later to puncture them with the pointof a needle.

The needle should firstbe boiled,and the pointshould then be dipped
in tincture of iodine before making the puncture. When crusts begin
to form, olive oil or glycerinshould be applied. If the hair is long
it should be cut short early in the disease before the pustular stage
begins. The eyes must be carefullycleansed several times a day,else
blindness may follow. A solution of boric acid,5 grainsto a fluid

ounce of water, is a good eyewash. The mouth, throat,and nose also

requireattention. A saturated solution of boric acid may be used

as a mouth wash and gargle.
When the crusts and scabs drop off they should be carefullygath-ered

up and burned. The patientshould then have a dailybath with

soap and water. When the case is ended the room and all exposed
21824"" 12 2
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articles must be disinfected by burning sulphur (4 pounds to every

1,000 cubic feet of air space).
On shipboard if near port when the disease breaks out the ship

should be taken direct to the quarantinestation,where the patient

may be taken care of and the shipdisinfected.

DYSENTERY.

Dysentery,or bloodyflux,as it is sometimes called,is an affection"

an inflammation and ulceration
" of the mucous membrane of the

largebowel. It occurs in different degreesof severity.It may be

acute or chronic. There are different varieties. Its severest form is

met with in tropicalcountries,where it frequentlyoccurs in wide-spread

epidemics. Epidemics also occur in temperate regions. Spo-radic
cases may be found almost everywhere. The disease prevails

in summer and autumn. It may attack an entire ship'screw.
Bad food,unripe fruit,impure drinking water, exposure to cold

and dampness, while probably not in themselves the direct cause of

dysentery,doubtless favor the operationof other causes.

Symptoms. " The onset may be sudden or gradual. There may

or may not be chills or chilliness. There is usuallysome feverish-

ness. The tongue is furred and moist,but soon becomes red and dry

or brownish and glazed.
The firststools may be like those of an ordinarydiarrhea. After

a day or two, or maybe within a few hours,these are replacedby
small mucous stools frequentlymixed with blood and small particles
of fecal matter. Soon the evacuations consist of mucus alone,or of

blood and mucus, or of a jelly-likematter and small white clumps
of mucus. Later they may be shreddy,and brownish or greenishin

color. Patient complains of cramps and "colicky" pains in his

belly;a burning sensation in the rectum, with a feelingas if some-thing

must be expelled,and of a constant desire to go to stool. The

evacuations may number from ten to twenty, or forty to fifty,or

even a hundred or more a day, accordingto the severityof the case.

The quantityof each may not exceed a teaspoonful.
In mild cases there is a gradualchange to normal,and patientmay

recover after a periodof a week or ten days. Severer cases continue

for several weeks or longerand then recover, or become chronic and

incurable,or death may occur from generalweakness.

Tropical dysentery,the varietywhich occurs most frequentlyand

in epidemic form in tropicalor subtropicalregions,but also occa-sionally

in temperate climates,is said to be produced by a micro-organism

which enters the system in drinkingwater.

The symptoms in this form of dysentery are similar to those

alreadydescribed. The burning sensation and bearing-down pain,

however, are less marked. The stools are less frequent,but they
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are largerand more watery ; at times more like diarrhea than typical

dysentery. The disease in favorable cases runs a course of from

six to twelve weeks. Recovery is always slow. Death may occur

from exhaustion,or from abscess of the liver,which is a common

complication. In the most fatal epidemicsthe course of the disease

is very rapid. Death sometimes occurs within a few hours.

Treatment. "
Rest in bed. If possible,the patientshould use the

bedpan instead of the commode or closet,so as to insure the greatest

amount of rest,which is very important. Stop all solid food. Give

2 tablespoonfuls(30 c. c.) of castor oil and 15 drops of laudanum

in one dose,and, if necessary, repeat the dose in six hours, or give
smaller doses at intervals of four hours. After the bowels have

been thoroughly cleared out, a pillof camphor and opium should

be given every three hours. Hot" applicationsshould be placed on

the abdomen. The bearing-down pain and the burning sensation

may be relieved by washing out the rectum with a pint of warm

water and by injecting2 ounces of thin starch containing25 or 30

drops of laudanum.

In placeof the castor oil,Epsom salts may be given in tablespoon-
ful doses,repeatedevery two hours until a free and largeaction of

the bowels results,and then the pillof camphor and opium given

every three hours. Or, instead of the camphor and opium pills,
bismuth subnitrate may be given in 30 or 40 grain (2 gm. or 2.6

gm.) doses.

After two or three days,if the disease continues,the castor oil or

the Epsom salts may be repeated,and after its effect is produced,
the same line of treatment continued.

The diet should be limited to the lightestarticles,such as thin

porridge,milk, and broths. And even in the lightestcases the pa-tient

should be kept warm in bed.

The best means of protectionor preventionis to keep the body in

sound condition. If the disease occurs among a ship'screw, the

healthy men should be very careful not to catch cold,and to avoid

errors in eating and drinking. Sudden changes of temperature
should be guarded againstby a proper supply of clothing. The

drinking water should be boiled.

SUNSTROKE.

The term sunstroke denotes a sudden attack of illness from expo-sure

or prolonged exposure to the rays of the sun; but the same

condition may be produced in hot weather by exposure to high
temperature not in the direct rays of the sun, particularlyif the

person is engaged at hard work in close quarters. Stokers on steam-ships

are sometimes affected by the heat of the furnace. Men debili-
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tated from or addicted to the excessive use of stimulants are more

apt to suffer than those of temperate habits.

Sunstroke occurs in two forms: Heat stroke (heatfever),in which

the temperature of the body is very high, and heat prostrationor

heat exhaustion, in which the surface of the body is cool,sometimes

considerablybelow normal. The difference is very importantbecause
of the different treatment required.

In severe cases of heat stroke, the patientmay be stricken down

in a state of unconsciousness and die instantlyor within an hour or

two. In other cases there may be intense headache,dizziness,marked

restlessness,nausea and vomiting,and hot " burning " skin. The

thermometer may register105" F. Pulse is full and may be slow or

fast. Breathingis labored,may be sighingor rattling.Patient soon

becomes unconscious,the stupor deepens,and death may occur within

24 hours; or the temperature may drop, consciousness may return,

and the patientget well.

In heat prostration,as alreadystated,the surface of the body is

cool,the pulserapid and feeble,and there is a feelingof general
weakness. There may be onlyslightfaintness and nausea, and under

prompt treatment patientmay rapidlyrecover, or, on the other hand,
there may be complete loss of consciousness and a rapid and fatal

termination from exhaustion.

Treatment. " In heat stroke (heat fever)the temperature of the

body should be reduced as rapidlyas possible.Remove the patient
to the coolest and best-ventilated part of the ship or station. Place

him in a cold-water bath,add ice,rub the body with the blocks of ice,

apply iced water with ice cap to his head ; and keep up the treatment

until the temperature, as shown by the thermometer in the rectum,

is reduced to 100" F. If the temperature rise again, repeat the

treatment. If symptoms of exhaustion follow the reduction of the

temperature, stimulants should be given" strychniasulphate,one-
fortieth grain.

In heat prostration,with cool skin,weak and rapid pulse,stimu-lants

and friction are required. Give strychniasulphate,one-fortieth

grain,rub the surface of the body and the extremities,place hot-

water bottles to the feet,and cover the body with blankets. If the

head is hot, apply cold water to the forehead. If vomiting occur,

injectthe stimulants into the rectum. Apply mustard over the region
of the stomach. Mustard may also be appliedto the feet.

DIARRHEA.

Acute diarrhea is caused by acute inflammation or by irritation

of the intestines. It may occur as a complicationin many different

diseases. It is usuallyone of the symptoms of typhoid fever. It is

not infrequentlymet with in severe cases of malaria. It is called
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functional or simple diarrhea when it occurs independentlyof any

other appreciabledisease. It may be caused by exposure to cold or

by errors in diet.

In simple diarrhea there may or may not be griping and colicky

pains. In the more severe forms the tongue is coated and there is

some fever. Thirst is marked in proportionto the size and frequency
of the thin or watery discharges.If the rectum is affected,there is a

constant desire to go to stool,and a burning sensation and bearing-
down pain,as in dysentery.

Diarrhea may last from a few hours to as many days, or longer.
It may become chronic.

Treatment. " In all cases, rest and lightdiet. In the milder forms

nothing further may be required. In the more severe forms it is

a good plan to beginwith a dose of 1 or 2 tablespoonfulsof castor oil,

to which 10 or 12 drops of laudanum may be added,or in placeof the

oil and laudanum Epsom salts may be given. The diet should be

limited to lightarticles,such as cornstarch,gruel,weak broths,soft-

boiled eggs, milk, and thoroughlytoasted bread. As a rule,in very

acute cases, the less food and drink taken the better. The patient
should rest in bed and keep his body warm.

After the bowels have been freelymoved by the oil or salts,if the

diarrhea or pain continue,give 1 camphor and opium pill,and, if

necessary, repeat the dose after an interval of three or four hours.

If nausea and vomiting occur, apply mustard to the region of the

stomach, and give tablespoonfuldoses of equal parts of milk and

limewater.

In chronic diarrhea careful attention to diet is of the greatestim-portance.

The treatment is about the same as for chronic dysentery.

CHOLERA MORBUS (SPORADIC CHOLERA).

Cholera morbus is an affection of the stomach and intestines,
attended by vomiting,purging,and cramps. It comes on suddenly,
and may beginby vomiting or purging. It is usuallymet with dur-ing

the hot months of summer. It is frequentlycaused by eating
unripe and indigestiblefruits and vegetables,decomposed or im-.

properly cooked fish,shellfish,or salad mixtures. Drinking large
quantitiesof iced water and sudden checkingof the perspiration,or
irritants of any kind,may set up the trouble. The disease usually

beginssuddenly,often at night,with vomiting,after a feelingof

uneasiness,nausea, or a severe cramp. The contents of the stomach

are first thrown up, then a bilious matter. The stools are at first

solid or semisolid,but they soon become more watery, lose their color,
and sometimes appear not unlike the rice-water stools of genuine
Asiatic cholera. The patientsoon has a wasted look. His thirst

is unquenchable. His skin may become cold and clammy and the
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pulse very weak. Cramps may occur in the feet and in the calves

of the legs. The disease runs a rapid course. The acute symptoms

may subside in a few hours. The attack seldom lasts more than

twelve hours. Recovery is the rule,but treatment should be promptly

applied.
Treatment. " Apply a largemustard plasterto the abdomen. Give

15 dropsof laudanum. If the dose is rejected(immediatelyvomited ),

try it again. If it is stillnot retained,then try 2 tablets of " Sun

Cholera Mixture." If vomiting quickly occur, then injectinto the

rectum by means of a glass or rubber syringe about 20 drops of

laudanum mixed with a little thin starch or a little water. The

rectal injectionshould be givenimmediatelyafter an evacuation, and

the patientshould be instructed to hold it as long as possible.In

whatever way the remedy is given the dose should be repeatedin

about one hour if the vomiting and purging continue.

It must not be forgotten,however, that all these remedies contain

opium, and that if the patientis inclined to sleepor shows other con-stitutional

effect of the drug the dose must not be repeated.
The nausea and thirst may be controlled by cracked ice placed in

the mouth. Small quantitiesof carbonated water may be allowed.

If the thirst is very urgent, a tablespoonfulof iced water may be

given at short intervals.

COLIC.

Intestinal or spasmodic colic." These terms are appliedto abdom-inal

pain occurring in paroxysms of different degreesof severity.
The pain is usuallyreferred to the region of the navel or middle

of the belly. It may be due to indigestiblefood,cold or acid drinks,

poisons,gases, or any irritatingsubstance. It is often preceded by
obstinate constipation.Vomiting frequentlyoccurs.

Another varietyof colic,called lead colic or painter'scolic,is

caused by lead poisoning. It is not uncommon in paintersor work-ers

in lead. It may be caused by drinking water taken from leaden

pipes. An attack may be mild or exceedinglysevere. It is usually
attended by obstinate constipationand by contraction of the abdo-men.

The severe, paroxysmal pain attendingthe passage of a gallstone
from the gall bladder to the intestine is called biliarycolic. In

biliarycolic the pain is usuallymost marked in the regionabove the

navel or about the stomach (epigastricregion). The paroxysms

begin and end suddenly. Severe nausea and vomitingoccur. The

skin and eyes may become yellow or of a yellowishhue (jaundiced),
the same as in bilious colic. Gallstones may occasionallybe found

in the stools if carefullylooked for. Some cases, however, are

difficultto distinguishfrom ordinaryintestinal colic.
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The severe, excruciatingpain caused by the passage of a small

rough stone or calculus or particlesof sandy substance from the

kidney through the ureter to the urinarybladder is called nephritic

colic,kidney colic,or an attack of " the gravel." The pain usually

beginswith a one-sided,boring backache. Suddenly it increases in

intensityand shoots down the loin to the hip and thigh,and the

patientwrithes in agony until the "stone" or particle,sometimes

not largerthan the head of a medium-sized pin,reaches the bladder,

when the pain suddenly ceases. The paroxysm may last from half

an hour to a number of hours,or one or two days. It may not recur

for months or years; on the other hand, there may be two or more

paroxysms at comparativelyshort intervals.

Colickypainsare present in many different diseases. Appendicitis

frequentlybeginswith pain not unlike that of intestinal colic.

Treatment. "
If the colic is due to indigestiblefood,or too much

food of any kind, an emetic should be given,such as mustard and

water.

After the stomach is emptied givea teaspoonfulof aromatic spirits
of ammonia in water. Apply a largemustard plasteror a hot poul-tice

or cloths wrung out of hot water, or .heat o'f any kind to the

abdomen. (Localapplicationsof hot water usuallyafford some relief

in any varietyof colic or wherever pain exists.)If the colickypains
persist,10 or 12 drops of laudanum should be given by the mouth,
and repeated,if necessary, in two hours; or 30 or 40 drops of lauda-num

in a littlewater or starch may be injectedinto the rectum.

If the bowels were constipatedwhen the attack began,an injection
of soap and warm water should be givenby the rectum, or small doses

of Epsom salts or castor oil may be given by the mouth. The diet

for a day or two should be lightarticlesin small quantitiesat a time.

The treatment for lead colic is about the same, except that the consti-pation

should be relieved at once by full doses of Epsom salts or castor

oil. Apply heat to the abdomen or placethe patientin a warm bath.

Pressure appliedto the abdomen affords some relief. Remove the

cause or remove the patientfrom the cause of the disease.

In biliarycolic,the bowels should be freelymoved, patientshould

be placedin a hot bath,and laudanum, 30 drops,givento relieve pain.
In nephriticor kidney colic,hot baths and laudanum, 30 drops,

are the remedies.

SCURVY.

Scurvy is a disease produced by improper or unsuitable food.

Many years ago it was of frequentoccurrence among seafaringmen

on long voyages. Now it is a comparativelyrare disease,thanks to

better provisionsand better methods in issuingfood supplies.

Symptoms. " Swelling,sponginess,and bleedingof the gums. The

teeth become loose and frequentlydrop out. The breath is foul,the
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tongue swollen. The skin becomes dry and scaly. Hemorrhages
(smalldark red spots')occur under the skin,first on the legsand then

on the arms and other parts of the body. Bleeding from the nose

frequentlyoccurs. Swellingabout the ankles is common. The skin

of the legsis frequentlydiscolored in largeblotches,and there is often

a peculiarhardness or induration of the muscles of the calf of the

leg. The complexion is frequentlyof greenishor dirty-yellowhue.
The pulseis rapid and weak. There may or may not be slightfever.
The bowels may be constipatedor there may be a troublesome

diarrhea.

In severe cases debilityand emaciation are quitemarked. The

mind wanders, and occasionallythere is wild delirium.

Treatment. "
This consists almost wholly in a change of diet. Give

fresh vegetables,fresh milk, fresh beef, oranges, lemons,limes, or

lime juice. Begin with small quantitiesat short intervals,and

increase the allowance as rapidlyas the stomach can take care of it.

Pickles,onions,sauerkraut,raw potatoes, and raw cabbage are valu-able

articles in the make-up of a varied diet.

Potassium chlorate dissolved in water should be used as a mouth

wash, and the gums should be frequentlypainted with tincture of

myrrh. The skin should be kept in good condition by frequentbath-ing.

The sleepingquartersshould be clean and well ventilated.

SORE THROAT (TONSILLITIS, QUINSY).

Sore throat is a common disease. It is usuallythe result of expo-sure

to wet and cold. Talking,laughing,or shouting in a damp,
cold atmosphere is sometimes the cause of it. It frequentlyoccurs
in persons predisposedto rheumatism. It may accompany or be

an extension from an ordinary " cold in the head." Sometimes

the inflammation is limited to the mucous membrane of the pharynx
and soft palate;it is then known as pharyngitisor acute catarrhal

sore throat. More frequentlythe tonsils are affected,and the inflam-mation

is then called tonsillitis. When the inflammation is more

deeply seated in the tonsil and tends to suppurate or form an

abscess the term quinsy is applied. An attack of sore throat may

last from two to ten days,or longer.

Symptoms of acute sore throat are chilliness and feverishness,

pain or soreness on swallowing,dryness,or a ticklingor scratching
sensation in the throat.

There is apt to be a stiffness and some tenderness alongthe side of

the neck. If one or both tonsils are involved,as they usuallyare

to a greateror less extent,the symptoms are more severe. In marked

cases examination shows redness and swellingof the parts affected-

swollen tonsils (tonsillitis)and white or cream-colored spotsmay be

seen on the surface of one or both tonsils. (Thisform of the disease
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is frequentlymistaken for diphtheria.) There may be high fever

and great prostration.
In the severest form of tonsillitis(quinsy)the tonsil is hard and

swollen to twice or three times its natural size,and the patient

is unable to swallow or to open his mouth beyond a fraction of an

inch. The saliva dribbles away; if suppuration occur the tonsil

graduallysoftens until the abscess breaks. With the dischargeof

the pus the severe pain is relieved and the patientrapidlyrecovers.

If the abscess is large,and if the pus is dischargedin a backward

direction,there is danger from suffocation,particularlyif the abscess

breaks during sleep. Fortunatelythe abscess usuallypointstoward

the mouth, and the pus runs out.

Treatment. "
Persons who are subjectto attacks of sore throat

should keep their feet dry and be very careful not to catch cold.

If a case develop,give a gargle of salt water or potassium chlorate

and water (saturatedsolution),or boric acid and water may be

applied to the tonsil. Dry bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) is

highly recommended as a local application,a small quantityto be

applied every hour. Apply cold water or a lightice bag to the

neck, or a thick piece of flannel saturated with 'ice water may be

placed around the neck and covered with muslin. Small piecesof

ice placed in the mouth are usuallyagreeable. The bowels should

be kept open by means of Epsom salts.

If the cold applicationsto the neck do not give relief,or if they
are not agreeableto the patient,apply hot water or poulticesand

givehot gargles,or let the patientgarglewith hot tea. If the swell-ing

is very great, he can not gargle. If practicable,send for a

physician.
COUGHS AND COLDS.

When a person has a cough that lasts more than two or three

weeks, even though the symptoms are very mild, the case is serious

enough to requirean examination by a physician,and one should be

consulted on the firstopportunity.
A case of bronchitis or bad cold usuallybegins with a cough,

sometimes startingwith an irritation in the throat,which gradually
travels down into the lungs. Though the cough at first is dry,there

will be some expectorationlater on, especiallymarked in the morn-ing

on first arising. It may be at first white and tenacious,later

on becoming yellowish. With this there will be some soreness over

the upper and front part of the chest,and if the cough is violent

there will be considerable soreness of the muscles between the ribs.

Treatment. " For the soreness over the chest,a good rubbing with

soap liniment may help to relieve the symptom. A tablet of brown

mixture given three or four times a day is serviceable,but not more
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than 4 should be given during the 24 hours. The bowels should be

kept open by a tablespoonfulof Epsom salts,when necessary.

Patients with coughs and colds should not be kept in a hot, dry
room without ventilation. Plenty of fresh air should be allowed to

come into the room, with the precaution,however, that the patient
be not exposed to a draft and that he be properlyclothed so as not

to become chilled when the weather is cold.

ERYSIPELAS (ST. ANTHONY'S FIRE).

Erysipelasis an inflammation of the skin. It usuallybeginswith

a chill,followed by a high fever. It is a frequentcomplicationof

wounds, but is more frequentlydeveloped without any apparent

injury. A largemajorityof cases begin on the face,usuallyon the

nose, first as a small red spot,which is soon elevated above the sur-rounding

skin,and graduallyor rapidlyspreadsover the face and

ears, and not infrequentlyover the entire hairyscalp; sometimes over

the neck and chest,and occasionallydown the back and to other

parts of the body. The skin is painful,red,hot, and swollen,and

blisters frequentlyform. The swellingmay be most marked about

the eyes and ears, the eyes closed,and the patient'sfeatures changed
and distorted to sucih a degree that the appearance once seen will

not soon be forgotten.The disease limited to the face and scalp

usuallyruns its course in a few days or a week, but sometimes before

the face is healed red spots appear on other parts of the body, and

the case may be prolonged. Abscesses beneath the skin are not

uncommon.

Besides the symptoms alreadymentioned there are headache,loss
of appetite,coated tongue, frequentlyvomiting,and in some cases

delirium and marked depression.
The outcome is usuallyfavorable,but in drunkards or in persons

debilitated from previousdiseases death is sometimes the result.

Treatment. " Erysipelasis onlyslightlycontagiousunder ordinary
circumstances;but persons sufferingfrom wounds or scratches of

the skin are very apt to be attacked. The patientshould therefore be

isolated " placedin a room by himself " and his attendant should be a

healthyman and free from any skin injury.

Erysipelasbeing a self-limited disease,it is a common saying

among physiciansthat the majorityof ordinaryor moderatelysevere

cases would get well without any treatment. But this is probably
true of many other diseases,and while it may be difficult,perhaps
impossible,to limit the spread of the eruptionor shorten the course

of the disease in a given case of erysipelas,something may be done to

relieve distressingsymptoms and, particularlyin feeble persons, to

fortifythe system againstthe attack. " Treat the patientrather
than the disease " is good advice in more troubles than one.
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The oldest and one of the best local applicationsfor erysipelasis

cold water, and if the fever is very high cold sponging of the entire

body or a cold bath may afford considerable relief. Bismuth sub-

nitrate may be dusted over, or petrolatummay be appliedto the skin.

In feeble persons stimulants may be required.

POISON IVY.

Contact of the skin with the poisonivy causes in many people a

very annoying inflammation of the skin. The vine is of the climbing

variety,with three pointedleaves on each stem. A few hours or about

a day after the skin is exposed to the poisonof this planta red rash

appears, with more or less swellingand itching;small blisters appear,

filled with serum, even becoming quitelarge. When they burst,there

is considerable weeping from the surface. Later it may go on to a

formation of pus. The hands and face,beingthe most exposed parts
of the body, and the feet and ankles of those who go barefooted,are

usuallyfirst affected. If the inflammation is very severe, there may

be some incidental disturbance,such as fever,headache, and general
feelingof malaise.

Treatment. " One of the best treatments for this disease is bathing
with salt water, sea water being the best. Weak alkaline solutions,
such as boric acid,about 2 grainsto the ounce, are good applications.
The largeblisters should be punctured and the contents allowed to

run out. Every one or two days the affected parts should be bathed

with warm water, carefullydried without rubbing,and the alkaline

treatment resumed.

RHEUMATISM.

There are different forms of rheumatism and some of the forms

have several different names. Acute rheumatism, acute articular

rheumatism, inflammatory rheumatism, and rheumatic fever are

terms appliedto one and the same disease. A milder form of the

affection is called subacute rheumatism. In this form the symptoms
are less severe, but the disease is more prolonged. It may continue

for a long time and become chronic. Chronic rheumatism, however,
or the different affections and deformities of jointsto which this

term is frequentlyapplied,may developindependentlyof any acute

or subacute attack.

The term muscular rheumatism indicates an affection of the mus-cles

as distinguishedfrom jointaffections. Lumbago and stiff neck

are varieties of muscular rheumatism. The muscles,however, to

a greateror less extent may be involved in any form of rheumatism.

Other conditions simulatingrheumatism, occuring in connection

with or directlydue to gonorrhea or to syphilis,are called gonor-

rheal rheumatism or syphiliticrheumatism,as the case may be.
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Acute rheumatism (rheumaticfever) is a comparativelycommon

disease in all climates within the Temperate Zone. It occurs chiefly

during the winter and spring. Exposure to a cold,damp atmosphere
is the most frequent excitingcause in persons predisposedto the

disease.

It may or may not begin with a chill or with a sore throat. The

largerjointsare usually affected. Swelling,heat,redness,tender-ness,

and pain are the chief symptoms. The inflammation is apt to

shift from one jointto another. The pain and fever are usually
increased in proportionto the number of jointsinvolved. The ma-jority

of cases are attended with profuseperspirations,scanty, highly
acid urine,coated tongue, and constipation.The heart is frequently
involved.

Treatment. " Wrap the joint in cotton or flannel;keep it very

quiet" the slightestmovement aggravates the pain. Flannel wrung

out of hot water and applied to the jointsometimes affords relief.

Soap liniment may be applied if the pain is severe, or cold applica-tions

may be appliedif agreeableto the patient.
Place the patientin a good bed, and let him wear flannel next to

his skin. Change the flannel frequently,and bathe the body with

tepidwater.

For internal medication give salicylateof soda in doses of 10 to

15 grains (0.6gin. to 1 gm.) every two hours until about eightdoses

are taken or the pain is relieved,then give it in smaller doses of

from 3 to 5 grains(0.2gm. to 0.3 gm.) every six hours.

The food should be soft and nourishing and given every three

hours. Epsom salts should be given to keep the bowels open. The

patientshould be kept in bed for a few days after the symptoms
have subsided. The duration of the disease is very uncertain. The

acute symptoms may subside in a few days and the patientmay be

up and about in a week or ten days,but relapsesare common and the

acute may pass into the subacute or chronic form.

In chronic rheumatism there is stiffnessand pain. A cracking or

grating sound is frequentlyproduced when the jointsare suddenly
moved. In severe cases the jointsbecome enlarged and distorted.

The deformity is sometimes very great.
The treatment consists chieflyin local applicationof liniments,

etc.,which afford relief because of the rubbing (massage) by which

they are applied. Severe pain in the jointmay be relieved by cold

applications(flannelwrung out of iced water, applied to the joint
and covered with muslin). Hot applicationsto the jointsare some-times

of value. Belladonna plastermay be applied.
Five to eightgrains (0.3gm. to 0.5 gm.) of potassium iodide in a

glassof water may be given three times a day between meals.
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The generalhealth should- be looked after. The skin should be

kept in good condition by frequent baths of tepid water. The

bowels should be moved at least once a day. Patient should be

allowed good food. Fresh air is also important.
In muscular rheumatism the muscles most frequentlyaffected

are those of the back (lumbago), side of neck (stiffneck or wry

neck),and side of chest (pleurodynia).Exposure to cold,sudden

coolingof the body" especiallyafter active exercise,and sittingin

a draft of air
" are the chief causes, or excitingcauses.

As a rule there are no symptoms other than the stiffnessand pain

on motion. The muscles may be slightlyswollen,and very sensi-tive.

Sometimes the attacks come on suddenlyand apparentlywith-out

cause, or followinga slighttwist or strain,as a
" kink in the

back,"or patientmay wake up in the morning with a stiffneck.

Treatment. " In acute cases salicylateof soda may be given in 5 or

10 grain doses (0.3gm. to 0.6 gm.) every three hours until four or

six doses are taken. Apply hot applications,dry heat, hot-water

bag, or a hot poulticelocally,or the heat may be appliedby a flat-

iron,over folds of flannel or a pieceof blanket,and the rheumatism

"ironed out." Later apply liniment with friction (massage). Keep
the affected muscles at rest. If the muscles of the chest are affected,

apply stripsof adhesive plaster,the same as for fractured rib. Acute

attacks are of short duration,but relapsesare not uncommon, and

chronic forms are frequentlymet with. Good food,fresh air,and

attention to the generalhealth are especiallyimportantin the treat-ment

of chronic muscular rheumatism.

Gonorrheal rheumatism (gonorrhealinflammation of joints)may
occur during an acute attack of gonorrhea,but it is more frequently
associated with chronic gonorrhea or gleet. One or several joints

may be affected. There may or may not be considerable fever. If

only one jointis affected it is apt to be the knee or the ankle. In

chronic cases the pain is sometimes centered in the heel. The attack

may beginin the wrist,elbow, or shoulder. The disease is not always
limited to the joints.Sometimes the inflammation is in the tissues

outside the jointproper, in the sheaths of the tendons of muscles,
or in the fascia of the soles of the feet. The swellingis frequently

quitemarked. In chronic cases there may be effusion ("water on

the joint").
In very severe cases suppurationoccurs (abscessforms).

The eye and the heart may also be seriouslyinvolved.
Treatment is not very satisfactory.Give from 5 to 10 grains(0.3

gm. to 0.6 gm.) potassium iodide in a little water between meals.

Keep the jointat rest. Apply a flannel bandage. Change it fre-quently

and wash the jointwith hot water and soap. In chronic

cases liniments and passivemotion should be applied. Tincture of

iodine may be paintedover the joint.
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Syphiliticrheumatism, so called,is associated with secondary or

tertiarysyphilis.The jointsand the shafts of long bones may be

affected" thickened and painful. The pain is always worse at night.
The treatment is by potassiumiodide,beginning with 10 grains

(0.66gm.) of potassium iodide three times a day between meals.

Good food and attention to the bowels are important.

FAINTING.

Treatment. " When a person feels faint,or actuallyfaints,he
should be laid flat upon the bed or the floor,with the head at least

as low as the body, and the clothingaround the neck and chest

loosened. A teaspoonfulof aromatic spiritsof ammonia should be

givenin a third of a glassof water. He should remain in this reclin-ing

positionuntil the attack has passedoff.

DELIRIUM TREMENS.

Delirium tremens occurs as an incident in the life of persons

addicted to the excessive use of intoxicatingliquors.
Loss of appetite,sleeplessness,or a marked mental depressionare

the chief symptoms of the firststage of the affection which is known

among drunkards as
" the horrors."

As the disease advances the patienttalks incoherently; has a wild

expression;his mind wanders from one thing to another. He an-swers

questionsin a rambling manner. He fancies he is being pur-sued

by wild animals or that he sees rats, snakes,and the other

animals crawlingon the walls or around his bed, or he may imagine
himself to be engaged in his regularduties or as master of the ship,

giving directions to the men.

The delirium is always worse at night,but the patientrequires
careful watching all the time. He may try to jump overboard or

commit suicide.

Delirium tremens may be confounded with acute inflammation of

the brain or with acute mania (insanity)or with certain forms of

pneumonia, and any one of these diseases may also be present. Pneu-monia

is a frequentcomplicationof delirium tremens, and in fatal

cases may be the direct cause of death.

In favorable cases the symptoms beginto improve in three or four

days from the onset. The patientsleepsand graduallyrecovers.

Treatment. "
The patientrequiresconstant attendance. Physical

restraint should be avoided if possible.To support the patientand

to procure sleepare the great objectsof treatment. Careful feeding
is very important. Milk or concentrated broths should be given at

regularintervals of two hours. A cold bath is of value in some

cases, especiallyif agreeableto the patient.In other cases a warm

bath or a hot foot bath may have a better effect.
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The serious symptoms are largely,if not entirely,due to the sleep-lessness,

and if several hours of sound sleepcan be procuredimprove-ment

is almost sure to follow. To this end potassium bromide in

30-graindoses may be given in water every three hours. Morphia

or opium are not to be recommended in this disease except under

the immediate direction of a physician.

APPENDICITIS.

Appendicitisis an inflammation involvingthe appendix vermi-

formis. This is a small attachment of the largeintestine situated in

the rightgroin. It may begin suddenly with violent pains in the

rightgroin,some fever,collickypains,nausea, and vomiting. The

seat of the pain is usuallyon a line drawn between the bony promi-nence

(thelargebone of the pelvis)justabove and on the outer side

of the rightgroin and the umbilicus. As the attack progresses, that

region of the abdomen may become hard like a board and exceed-ingly

sensitive to the touch. Often you will find that the patient
flexes the rightlegon the abdomen, and the effort to straightenit out

causes him great pain. Sometimes the attack is much milder with

only an uneasy sensation in the rightgroin,very slightfever,if any,

-and a sense of tenderness over the part affected. This pain may be

in the pitof the stomach or about the umbilicus.

After this pain has been present for a few days a swellingin the

rightgroin may appear, due to the formation of pus or to a large

protectiveexudation of lymph.
Treatment. " The rightcourse to pursue in a case of appendicitis

is to call in a surgeon. If the services of a surgeon or physiciancan
not be secured,the plan of treatment should be as follows: Absolute

rest in bed with an ice bag over the appendix,to be continued during
the stageof severe pain. Do not givepurgatives.Reduce the allow-ance

of food and drink of all kinds to the lowest possiblelimit. If

the pain is very severe, 20 drops of laudanum in a litttewater may be

given to control it. If the bowels move, a bed pan should be used,
and under no circumstances should the patientbe allowed to get up.

SYPHILIS.

Syphilisis a constitutional disease. It is contagious,or commu-nicable,

and is usuallyacquiredduring sexual contact. It may, how-ever,

be contracted in many different ways, direct and indirect. It

beginsby a primary lesion or sore called a chancre at the seat of inoc-ulation

(where the virus enters),and is followed by eruptionsof the

skin of different forms and different degreesof severityand variable

duration. Sores also appear at the angleof the mouth, and mucous

patches develop on the lips,tongue, inner sides of the cheeks,and

sore throat is very common.
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Mucous patches or syphiliticwarts are also frequentlyseen about

the anus or in any region where the skin is moist. The hair fre-quently

falls out,the eyes are sometimes seriouslyinvolved,and sooner

or later every organ in the body may become affected. A man suffer-ing

from syphilisin active form should not be allowed to go on

board a ship,and if the disease breaks out while on the voyage he

should be isloated,or at least be compelledto use separatedrinking

cups, knives,spoons, forks,towels,etc. He should under no circum-stances

smoke the pipe belongingto another man nor allow another

man to smoke his. All his belongingsshould be kept strictlyto

himself,for unless the greatestcare is taken other men of the crew

will suffer. Chancre of the lipmay be acquiredby smoking the pipe
of a syphilitic.

The primary or initial lesion of syphilis(thehard chancre) usually

appears about three weeks after exposure, but may be as earlyas ten

or twelve days or as late as five or six weeks. It beginsas a red spot
or papule,which usuallybreaks and forms a small ulcer with hard

edges; sometimes the sore appears as a simpleexcoriation or super-ficial

ulcer without hard edges. The neighboring lymph glands

become, in the course of a week or two, enlargedand hard. They
seldom suppurate. About two months later the skin eruptionand

ether secondarjrsymptoms begin. The lymph glands above the

elbow,along the side and back of neck,and all over the body are

usuallyenlarged. Patient frequentlycomplains of headache and

pain in the limbs,always worse at night,and may have slight,occa-sionally

considerable,fever.
Treatment. " For the primary sore bathe the part with soap and

water and dust boric acid over it twice a day.
If secondarysymptoms, eruptionsof skin,etc.,appear, give a pill

of calomel,one-fifth grain,three times a day. The mouth and

teeth should be kept clean by means of a soft toothbrush and castile

soap and water, or water to which a small quantityof bicarbonate

of soda (baking soda) or tincture of myrrh has been added. If

mucous patchesappear in the mouth, smoking must not be allowed.

If on board ship,as soon as the shiparrives in port send 'or take the

man to the marine-hospitaloffice and receive the advice of a surgeon

as to further treatment.

SOFT CHANCRE (CHANCROID).

Soft chancre or chancroid is a virulent ulcer. It usuallybegins
within thirty-sixhours after exposure, first as a red spot,but rapidly

developing into an ulcer covered with thick yellowishpus. The

period of development is about three or four days. Sometimes a

week elapsesfrom the time of exposure to the development of the

sore, and occasionallya periodof incubation is as long as ten days.
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A sore appearingwithin a few days or a week or even as late as ten

days after the exposure is usuallyregarded as a chancroid;but in

practicethis is not a safe rule,for the reason that many venereal

sores are of a mixed character. The inoculations of both poisonsmay

take placeat the one and same spot" the result is a mixed chancre ; or

if two sores appear, the orgin of one may be syphilitic,the other

chancroidal. It is therefore difficult,if not impossible,in many

cases to determine the character of the disease from the period of

incubation or from the appearance or local characteristics of the

sore. A mixed chancre is a syphiliticchancre (a hard chancre),

while itsappearance may be preciselylike that of the soft chancre or

chancroid. The only safe plan is to regardall venereal sores as sus-picious.

But while this is true,treatment for syphilisshould not be

commenced before the appearance of secondarysymptoms, for unless

such symptoms appear it is impossibleto determine that syphilis

reallyexists in any case. The mixed chancre, as alreadystated,is

essentiallya syphiliticchancre,and the beginningof constitutional

disease. Its local effects,however,may be preciselythe same as those

of soft chancre or chancroid. The ulcer (orulcers "
sometimes there

are two or more) may remain as small as a pea OP grow as largeas

a quarter,and if it becomes phagedenic (eating)may spread over a

largesurface of the body. It is also proper to state that a secondary

syphiliticsore may appear under the foreskin,as well as at any

other placeon the body, and that cancer (epithelioma)of the organ

may begin as a small ulcer. The latter,however, is a rare disease

as compared with the different varieties of chancre.

The most frequentcomplicationof soft chancre or chancroid is

inflammation of the lymph glands of the groin (bubo),known to

the sailor as "blue balls." Another troublesome and serious com-plication

is the elongationand contraction of the orifice of the fore-skin

(phimosis),on the inner surface of which the sores may be

located,and the swellingand tension may be so great as to pro-duce

gangrene (mortification).If the foreskin is very tightand

pulledback and can not be brought forward again,the condition

is known as paraphimosis,which producesgreat swelling,the same

as if a stringwere tied around the organ, frequentlyresultingin

severe ulceration and destruction of tissue. This condition may also

be the result if the inflammation and swellingare marked and the

foreskin very tight.
The sore should be dried and covered with a small pieceof aseptic

gauze or absorbent cotton,and later a dustingpowder of boric acid

may be applied.
If phimosisexist,the cavityof the foreskin should be syringed

out with hot water, and if there are sores under the foreskin which

can not be reached by the acid the cavityshould be syringedwith

21824"" 12 3
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a solution of one part of carbolic acid to fortyparts of water (1 to

40). Soft chancres or chancroids appearing at the anus or rectum

should be treated by frequentwashings of warm water and the appli-cation
of calomel.

In all cases, wherever the sore is located,cleanliness must be insisted

upon, and, as alreadystated,in nearlyall inflammations of whatso-ever

character,hot water alone is a valuable remedy; and rest in bed

isof equalimportance. If a lump (bubo) appear in the groin,rest in

bed is of the greatestimportance. The diet'should be lightbut nour-ishing.

Tincture of iodine,pure or diluted one-half with alcohol,

may be painted over the lump, but it is not of much value. Rest is

the importantthing. If the bubo go on to suppuration,it should be

carefullyopened with the pointof a knife,and kept open by a strand

of asepticgauze, which must be frequentlychanged, and enough
asepticgauze should be placed on top of the wound to absorb the

discharges. The soiled gauze should be burned, and the person

handling it must be careful to wash his hands in soap and water and

in one of the antisepticsolutions alreadyreferred to. The patient's
bowels should be moved once a day.

GONORRHEA (CLAP).

Gonorrhea is a specificinflammation of the urethra due to a micro-organism,

called gonococcus. It usuallybeginsduring the first week

after exposure, sometimes as earlyas three or four days,and occasion-ally

as late as ten days or two weeks. The first symptoms are a

ticklingor itchingsensation and a slightswellingabout the lipsof

the orifice of the urethra. A purulentcreamy colored dischargesoon

appears, and a burning or stingingpain attends the passage of urine.

The inflammation gradually extends to the deeper parts of the

urethra,and, unless checked by medication,reaches its heightabout

the end of the second or during the third week. The patientmay
experiencegreat difficultyin passing water. If the inflammation

run very high,abscesses may form in the tissues around the urethra,
and swelled testicleand bubo are frequentcomplications;also pain-ful

erections and bending of the organ (chordee). Phimosis or para-

phimosis occurs if the foreskin is tightor becomes involved in the

inflammation.

If phimosis occur, and if the cavityof the foreskin is not thor-oughly

and frequentlywashed out. " venereal warts "
are apt to form.

True gonorrhea,if carefullytreated,graduallysubsides and recov-ery

may take placein from four weeks to two months. A urethral

dischargethat recovers in a few days or a week is probablya simple

urethritis.

Gonorrhea is urethritis (inflammationof the urethra),but ure-thritis

is not necessarilygonorrhea.
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Treatment. " Rest in bed, lightdiet,plenty of water to drink,

regularityin eatingand sleeping.Keep the bowels open by taking

a moderate dose of Epsom salts in the morning. Avoid strong coffee

and tea,all stimulants,and greasy articlesof food. Keep the body

and mind at rest. Bathe frequentlyin hot water. Be very careful

not to carry any of the pus from the urethra to the eyes. (Gonor-
rheal inflammation of the eyes is a very serious disease,which not

infrequentlyresults in total blindness and loss of the eyes.)
Give a copaibacapsulethree times a day. If much pain in the

back or over the regionof the kidneysfollow the use of the copaiba,
it must be discontinued for a time or the dose lessened.

If the chordee is troublesome,apply cloths wrung out of cold

water.

A snug suspensory bandage worn from the beginningmay prevent

the complicationof swelled testicles. If the patientis lyingin bed,
the dragging of the testicles should be preventedby placingthem on

a support. The best local remedy for swelled testicles is heat,which

may be appliedby piecesof cloth or flannel wrung out of hot water.

STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA.

True or organicstricture of the urethra is a narrowing of the

tube. It is commonly the result of long-continuedor neglected

gonorrhea. Stricture of the urethra may be produced by direct

injuries,as kicks or falls on the perineum, or by the use of too

strong injections,or by the careless passage of instruments.

Occasionallystricture results from simple urethritis,not gonor-

rheal,and symptoms not unlike those of stricture are sometimes

caused by a stone in the bladder obstructingthe passage, and by an

enlargedprostategland.
Gonorrheal stricture of the urethra is usuallyof slow development.

It may be several months or years after the attack of gonorrhea
before the patientbecomes conscious of any change in the size or

shape of the stream. First there may be only a twistingor flattening
of the stream. In severe cases it gradually becomes smaller and

smaller,until it is no largerthan a knittingneedle and passedwith

great difficulty,or it comes away drop by drop, and finallyresults
in completeretention. One of the earliest symptoms of stricture is

a gleetydischargefrom the urethra.

Occasionallyretention of urine is the first symptom of the disease.

Sudden retention may be due to spasm of the urethra (spasmodic
stricture).

Spasmodic stricture may occur independentlyof any specificdis-ease

of the urethra,but it is more frequentlya complicationof

organicstricture. Exposure to cold and wet (catchingcold),or a

debauch,are the usual excitingcauses.
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When retention occurs the bladder gradually becomes distended

and a fullness or distinct tumor may be felt in the lower part of the

abdomen, which in severe cases may extend as high as the navel.

Sometimes there is an involuntaryflow,or an overflow of urine from

a distended bladder " patientsays he can not hold his water, and in

such case it may be difficultto convince him that he is sufferingfrom

retention,until a catheter is passed and a quantityof urine is with-drawn.

Treatment. "
A neglectedstricture of the urethra is a serious dis-ease,

the treatment of which is very difficultin many cases, even in

the hands of the most experiencedsurgeon.
If a case is allowed to run on until there is an actual stoppage or

retention of urine,unless this condition is relieved the consequences

are extremelyserious and death may be the result.

Place the patienton his back with his knees slightlydrawn up,

and try to pass a catheter. The instrument should first be thoroughly
cleansed by placingit in boilingwater. It should then be oiled with

PIG. 1. " How to use catheter ; shows the curve of the channel through which the catheter

must pass.

olive oil,and carefullypassed into the urethra and effort made with

the greatestgentlenessto pass into the bladder. (Fig.1)

Try the largestsize catheter (about a No. 10 English) first;if this

fail,try the smaller ones. If a catheter can not be passed at the first

trial,placethe patientin a hot bath,give him 20 drops of laudanum,

and an hour or two later try the catheter again. If it is not prac-ticable

to placethe patientin a full bath of hot water, then cover his

belly and other parts of his body with flannels wrung out of hot

water and change them every fifteen minutes. The objectof the hot

bath and the laudanum is to produce relaxation. Sometimes a pa-tient

will pass his water in the bath. If,however, the symptoms are

very urgent, if the patientcan not pass any water, and after the

most careful and gentlemanipulation the catheter can not be passed
into the bladder, the services of a surgeon should be secured.
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BOILS.

A boil is a circumscribed inflammation of the skin and connective

tissue. It is often caused by infection followinga slightwound or

scratch of the skin,but may occur apparentlywithout any cause. It

begins as a small red pimple and gradually increases in size and

forms a dusky red swelling,the size -of a silver dollar or less. The

central portion of the swellingsloughs or forms a "core,"and as

soon as the core is separatedor cast off the inflammation subsides,the

pain lessens,and the ulcer beginsto heal.

Treatment. "
Hot applications,frequentlyrenewed, until the cen-tral

portionof the boil is softened. Then the separationof the core

may be aided by an incision. The incision should be made by a thin

blade, thoroughly boiled before it is used. After the core is dis-charged

the ulcer should be dressed with asepticgauze, held in

placeby a bandage.
PILES.

Piles are varicose dilatations of the veins of the rectum. The

symptoms may be slightor severe. Inflamed pilesare very painful.
There is a constant burning sensation at the anus, which is greatly
increased during and immediatelyafter each movement of the bowels.

When the veins rupture you have "bleeding piles." Occasionally
the inflammation of a nodule results in an abscess.

Treatment. "
Piles are frequentlydue to habitual constipation,and

when that condition is improved the pilesoften disappear,or at least

cease to be troublesome. The bowels should be kept in good condi-tion.

One easy movement should take place regularlyevery day.
This desirable habit should be brought about by careful attention to

diet and by drinking water in the morning before breakfast rather

than by the use of cathartics.

In acute attacks,if the bowels are constipatedgive a full dose of

epsom salts ; put the patienton light,soft diet. Apply ice to the anus

or injectcold water into the rectum. A hot applicationis some-times

very grateful.If the pilesprotrude,especiallyif they become

strangulated,they should be pushed back with the finger;olive oil

or petrolatummay be applied. If the pilesare largeand persistently
painful,see a surgeon and have them removed by operation,which
is the only sure cure.

INJURIES" HEMORRHAGE (BLEEDING).

In all cases of injurycareful examination should be made of the

part,after carefullywashing the hands.

Hemorrhage is of three kinds
" arterial,venous, capillary.

Arterial (bright-redblood from arteries in jetsor spurts).
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Venous (dark-redor purple blood wellingout or flowing from

veins in steadystream).

Capillary(bloodoozingfrom the capillariesover the general sur-face

of a wound).
If the bleedingis by jetsor spurts,pressure should immediately

be made above the wound by the thumb or finger,or better by tying
rubber tubing around the limb,or, in the absence of such a tube,a

bandage,handkerchief,suspender,strap,or soft rope may be used to

stop or lessen the flow of blood ; the blood vessel should then be seized

and drawn gently forward with a pair of artery forcepsand the

ends tied with silk ligaturein a reef knot,when the tubing or strap
should be loosened or removed.

If the blood vessel is torn but not completelydivided,tie a silk

ligaturearound the vessel on each side of the wound.

Straps or bandages applied to control or lessen the danger of

hemorrhage must always be placedabove the wound " that is to say,

between the bleedingpoint and the heart. In wounds of the foot,
for example, if the arteries spurt, pressure should be made in the

hollow back of the knee. If the blood is flowingslowly or oozing
and does not come by jetsor spurts,asepticgauze or lint wrung out

of hot water should be appliedand firmlybandaged over the wound,

or hot water may be poured over the wound before applying the

asepticgauze or lint. In any case it is well to cleanse the wound

with hot water. The oozing may also be stopped by exposing the

wound to fresh air and by allowing a stream of cold water to fall

upon it,and then applying pressure.

Before beginning the treatment of any wound or any bleeding

point,the operator must carefullycleanse his hands and arms, also

the wound and surroundingparts,and the instruments and silk liga-ture
should be boiled,as will be described under the head of wounds.

In the after treatment of severe bleedingthe patientshould be kept

perfectlyquietin mind and body, his head should be lowered by

raisingthe foot end of his bed or bunk. Give him plentyof fresh

air,but keep his body warm and givehim hot drinks. After reaction

the temperature of the body may rise a degree or two above normal,
but if this should continue longerthan two or, at most, three days,
the dressingshould be removed and the wound thoroughlyirrigated,
first with hot water, then with a solution of bichloride of mercury

(1 to 5,000),and dressed with asepticgauze.

WOUNDS.

Incised wounds inflictedby sharp cuttinginstruments may, after

the bleedinghas been stopped,be drawn togetherwith the fingers
or with a needle and silk ligature,a thin layerof absorbent cotton

appliedover the wound and held with adhesive plaster.Stripsof
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adhesive plastermay be used over the dressing.The parts should be

thoroughlycleansed,firstby scrubbingwith hot water and soap " the

skin to be shaved if hairy" then washed with grainalcohol (notwood

alcohol)and then again with hot water before the edges are drawn

together. The needle and silk ligatureand all instruments should

be boiled before they are used. The operatormust roll up his sleeves,
scrub his hands and arms with hot water and soap, clean and trim

his fingernails,scrub again with soap and water, then with grain
alcohol (not wood alcohol),and finallysoak his hands in a solution

of bichloride of mercury (1 to 1,000)before beginningthe operation.
The wound, if deep, should not be completelyclosed ; one end should

be left open for drainageunless the patientis under the direct care

and treatment of a surgeon.

Contused and lacerated wounds with torn and ragged edges,espe-cially

if the surroundingparts are bruised or crushed,should not be

drawn tightlytogether.The bleedingfrom lacerated wounds at the

time of the accident is not so profuseas in incised wounds, but the

shock is greater,and very troublesome and serious hemorrhage may

come on within a few hours or later. To guard againstthis the

wound should be carefullyexamined (theoperator'shands and all

instruments to be firstprepared as above described),and if any blood

vessels have been torn they should be tied with silk ligatures,though

theymay not be bleedingat the time. The wound should be scrubbed

off with soap and warm water, and then with grain alcohol (not
wood alcohol),and finallywith a solution of bichloride of mercury

(1 to 5,000). Thick layersof clean (aseptic)gauze dressingshould

then be appliedand held in placeby means of a bandage. If the

wound is large,the edges of a portionof it may be carefullydrawn

together. A strand of asepticgauze should then be placed in the

bottom of the wound and allowed to projectthrough the opening,
so that it may drain into the layersof gauze placedon top.

When dressingsbecome soaked with the dischargesthey do more

harm than good; they must, therefore,be changed as soon as the

soaking is apparent, and the change must be made with all the

asepticprecautionsexercised in the operation. Clean hands, clean

instruments,clean dressings,clean everything,,are the watchwords.

Water that has been boiled is perfectlysafe,and boilingis the best

disinfectant for instruments.

The stitches may be removed from a wound about the fifth or

sixth day, or earlier if they begin to cut or irritate. If the wound

is large,they need not all be taken out at the same time.

Gunshot wounds are frequentlymore or less contused and lacer-ated,

and unless one of the main blood vessels is divided, or the lung
or other internal organ penetrated,the bleeding is slight. The

generaltreatment for such wounds is about the same as for other
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lacerated wounds already described,but if the materials for thor-oughly

cleansingthe wound are not readilyat hand, and if there

is not much bleeding,the wound had better be let alone,simply cov-ering

it with asepticgauze until the patientcan be placed under the

care of a surgeon. No effort should be made by anyone other than a

physicianto find or feel the bullet or other missile by a probe or other

instrument,especiallyif the wound is in the chest or abdomen, as

there is more danger in searchingfor it than in leavingit where it

may be lodged. The wound made by a Mauser bullet not infre-quently

looks as if made by a largeneedle " a punctured wound.

Punctured wounds are made by a narrow sharp-pointedinstru-ment,

e. g., pin,needle,dagger,or point of a knife or stiletto. They

may penetrate to any depth, and if the instruments are clean and

no large blood vessels or nerves have been wounded, withdrawal

of the instrument may be followed by rapid recovery. But if such

wounds are produced by irregularlyshaped blunt instruments,or

by nails or splintersof wood, and especiallyif contaminated by any

poisonous material,the walls of the wound track are at once dan-gerously

contused,lacerated,and infected,and if largeblood vessels,

nerves, or other organs have been injuredthe danger is very great,

and the patient should be placed under the care of a surgeon as

soon as possible,for unless the master or keeper is sufficientlyfamil-iar

with the nature of such wounds and the anatomy of the part

to lay it open to the bottom by additional incisions,he can do little

more than apply asepticdressingsto the surface and keep the patient

quiet.
BURNS OR SCALDS.

Burns or scalds are serious and dangerous to life in proportion

to the extent and depth of the injury. A burn covering a large

area and producing mere reddening and swellingof the skin is as

serious as a burn one-half the size in which the skin is destroyed.

The danger is from shock, from fever followingreaction,from hem-orrhage

followingsloughing,and from congestionand inflammation

of internal organs. Burns of slightextent or moderate degree are

not so dangerous, and most of the cases commonly met with will

recover. But all cases requirecareful treatment.

Treatment. " For shock givestrychniasulphate,one-fortieth grain.

In slightor moderate burns apply clean cloths wet with warm satu-rated

solution of bicarbonate of soda (baking soda). In severe

burns cut away the clothing,avoid exposure to cold, wash the

part with warm saturated solution of bicarbonate of soda, or with

solution of boric acid. The parts burned or the entire body, except

the head, may be kept immersed in tepidor warm water for days.
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Prick the blister with a clean (aseptic)needle,but do not remove

the cuticle. Sprinklewith dry bicarbonate of soda or with powdered
boric acid and dress the part with thick layersof clean (aseptic)
cotton. (Cotton may be rendered asepticby heating it in an oven

to a pointjustshort of burning.) The dressingshould be changed
only when absolutelynecessary. Keep the patientquiet and his

bowels active. Pain or restlessness may be relieved by laudanum,
20 drops, repeated in two hours if necessary. Carron oil (equal
parts of olive oil and limewater) is an old remedy that affords con-siderable

relief if applied to the surface. Petrolatum is also some-times

used. The scars resultingfrom burns and scalds always con-tract,

and in severe cases terrible deformities are produced. These

may be prevented to some extent by active and passivemotion and

by splints.

EFFECTS OF COLD" FROSTBITE.

Severe cold depressesthe action of the heart
" suspends the circu-lation.

These effects are first noticed in the ears, nose, fingers,and

toes. Numbness and tinglingare the first symptoms, then loss of

sensation. If not too long exposed,the circulation may be restored

by proper treatment. But if the exposure is long continued,or if

the cold is very intense,the parts are hopelesslyfrozen and gangrene

will be the result. The parts may look all rightfor a few days after

reaction,and then become discolored,bluish,and finallyblack.

Another effect of extreme cold is an overpowering sense of drowsi-ness,

but to lie down under such circumstances and go to sleepis

almost certain death.

Treatment of frostbites. " 1. Do not bring the patientto the fire

nor bathe the parts in warm water.

2. If snow be on the ground, or accessible,take a woolen cloth in

the hand, placea handful of snow upon it,and gentlyrub the frozen

part until the natural color is restored. In case snow is not at hand,
bathe the part gentlywith a woolen cloth in the coldest fresh water

obtainable "
ice water if practicable.

3. In case the frostbite is old and the skin has turned black or

begun to scale off,do not attempt to restore its vitalityby friction,
but apply a littlecotton,after which wrap the part looselyin flannel.

4. In the case of a person apparentlydead from exposure to cold,
friction should be appliedto the body and the lower extremities,and
artificialrespirationpracticedas in cases of the apparentlydrowned.

As soon as the circulation appears to be restored,administer strychnia
sulphateone- fortieth grain. Even if no signsof life appear, friction

should be kept up for a long period,as instances are on record of

recovery after several hours of suspended animation.
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SCALP WOUNDS.

Treatment. "
Examine the parts carefully;clipand shave the hair

from a wide area about the wound; wash with warm water; draw

the edges of wound togetherwith the fingersand apply absorbent

cotton with adhesive plaster. Stitches of silk ligaturemay be used.

All the precautionsgiven on page 39 as to cleanliness of hands and

instruments must be followed. The stitches must not be drawn too

tightly,the edgessimply brought together. Bleeding is often severe,

but usuallystops under pressure or after the stitches have been put
in and the dressingapplied; but if an artery spurts it must first

be tied. A few strands of silk ligaturemay be put in at the most

dependent part of the wound for drainage,but this is not usually

necessary. No part of the scalpshould be removed, no matter how

slender its attachment. If replacedit will probably retain its vital-ity.

Dress the wound with a pad of clean (aseptic)gauze and apply

a bandage, not tightly.
The stitches should be removed the sixth day. Unconsciousness

and bleedingfrom the ears are grave symptoms, indicatingfracture

of base of skull or rupture of blood vessels within.

INJURIES TO THE CHEST.

Contusions of the chest and fracture of the ribs are of frequent

occurrence, and it is not always easy to determine in a given case

of injury to the chest walls whether fracture actuallyexists,but if

in doubt, give the patientthe benefit,and treat the case as one of

fracture.

Fracture involvingseveral ribs,or one or more ribs at two points
each,is not difficultto make out, for in addition to the sharp pain

in breathing,and the bloody expectorationwhich is present in cases

where the lung is wounded, there is considerable deformity.
In singlefracture of the ribs there is little or no deformity,but

the pain in breathing and coughing is apt to be severe. Pressure

on the broken bone is also quite painful,and if a hand is placed

over the seat of injury,or a fingeron either side of the fracture,and

the patientrequestedto cough, a gratingmay be felt,unless the rib

is covered with heavy muscle or fat,when, as before stated,it may

be difficultif not impossibleto say whether or not fracture exists.

Treatment. " Strips of adhesive plaster,3 or 4 inches wide and

long enough to extend from the spineto the middle or a littlebeyond
the middle of the breastbone,should be applied horizontallyfrom

the armpits downward over the whole side of the chest. Each piece
to be forciblyapplied at the end of expiration (when the lungs

are empty) and to overlapthe precedingpieceto one-half its width.
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Any slightoutward deformityat the seat of fracture may be reduced

by pressure before the plasteris applied at that point. A broad

bandage should then be appliedaround the chest from below upward.

INJURIES TO THE BACK.

Sprains of the back are of all degrees of severity.In slight

sprains the muscles alone are involved,and beyond a temporary

stiffness,and pain over a limited area, there may be no trouble.

In severe sprainsit is difficultto determine the degree of injury.
Marked pain and stiffness are always present,and not infrequently

paralysisof the legs,bowels, and bladder. Death may be produced

by shock,or occur later from secondaryeffects of the injury.
Treatment. " Rest in bed. Epsom salts to move the bowels; rub

the back with soap liniment. Apply a binder or bandage around the

body from the hips up over the chest. See that the bladder does not

become distended. If necessary, introduce a catheter and draw off the

urine. Boil catheter for five minutes before using.

BROKEN BONES (FRACTURES).

There are many varieties of fracture. A fracture is said to be

simple where there is no open wound directlyover the bone injury;

compound when there is an opening in the skin and soft parts extend-ing

down to the broken bone ; comminuted when the bone is broken

in several places;complicated when associated with other injuries,as
dislocation of the jointor rupture of the main artery of the limb;

impacted when one fragment is driven into another.

The reliable signsor symptoms of simple fracture are deformity,

crepitus (grating) when the ends of the broken bone are rubbed

together,unnatural or false pointof motion,and, if in the shaft of a

long bone,shortening,due to the fact that in most cases the break is

obliquelyacross the bone and the fragments override. But in trans-verse

fracture,where the break is straightacross the bone at a right

angle with the long axis of the bone, or in a fracture near a joint,
there may be no shorteningand no deformity. In fractures of cer-tain

boneSjas the skull or the spine,or in an impacted fracture,there

may be no motion. In fracture of the kneepan or the elbow the frag-ments

are pulledapart by the muscles,so there is lengtheninginstead

of shortening.
Examination should always be made as soon as possibleafter the

accident. Under the most favorable circumstances it is difficult in

some cases to determine whether a bone is broken or not, and the

difficultyis greatly increased if the examination is delayed until

inflammatoryswellinghas set in. In fractures of the extremities the

sound limb should always be placed alongsidethe injured one for
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comparison. The shorteningin fracture of the thigh may be from

1 to 3 inches,but it must not be forgottenthat in some persons there

is a natural difference of as much as half an inch in lengthof the

pairof legs; and a limb may be otherwise naturallydeformed which

should not be mistaken for accidental deformity. In the leg below

the knee there are two parallelbones (tibiaand fibula).In simple
fracture affectingonly one of these bones the deformityand crepitus
are less marked ; and the same may be said of the forearm,if frac-ture

exists in only one of the bones (radiusor ulna). If both bones

of the leg (tibiaand fibula)or of the arm (radiusand ulna) are

affected,there may be considerable deformity,and it is a curious fact

that fracture of these bones seldom occurs on the same level. The

distance between the fractures may be from 1 to 3 inches,usually

greater in the legthan in the forearm.

Crepitus(thesound heard,or feelingimparted to the hand when

the broken ends of the bone are rubbed together)is a valuable symp-tom

of fracture,but it can not always be detected,and when other

marked signsor symptoms are present,need not and should not be

looked for. In fractures of the legbelow the knee or of the forearm,

involvingonly one of the bones:it is hard to make out because of the

difficultyof rubbing the broken ends together,and when much swell-ing

exists the difficultyis increased,or a false crepitusmay be pro-duced.

In impactedfractures,which occur chieflyin the neck of the

thighbone, no effort should be made to obtain crepitus.The impor-tant

thingin such cases is not to disturb the impacted fragments,for

if pulledapart recovery is rendered more difficult.

"FRACTURE OF THE LOWER JAW.

Fracture of the lower jaw may be simple,compound, or com-minuted.

The mucous membrane of the mouth is nearly always

lacerated,the bleedingis usuallynot severe (oozingonly),but there

may be hemorrhage from an artery (theinferior dental),saliva drib-bles

from the half -open mouth, the teeth may be out of line,pain is

apt to be severe, there may be considerable deformity and a false

pointof motion.

Treatment. " Restore the parts to the natural positionand keep
them at perfectrest,first washing out the mouth with hot water to

cleanse it and check bleeding. If the bleedingis very severe, pressure

should be made by the thumb or fingerfor a time on the bleeding

pointif possible,or on the largeartery (carotid)on the side of the

neck,which may be easilylocated by the pulsation.Loose teeth or

piecesof bone should not as a rule be removed. Mold them into

place,bring the teeth and jaw into natural line,and keep them so by

a pasteboardor binder's board splint(figs.2 and 3),held in place

by a four-tailed bandage.
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Take a pieceof pasteboardabout 8 or 9 inches long by 4 inches

wide and cut it up in the middle from each end to within about an

inch or inch and a half from the center,accordingto the size of the

chin. Dip it in hot water and mold it to the chin and jaw. (Fig.3.)

Remove it carefully,line it with absorbent cotton, reapply it,and

retain it in placeby the four-tailed bandage. (Fig.4.) The four-

tailed bandage may be made in the following manner: Take a

bandage or pieceof heavy muslin about 3 inches wide and a yard or

FIG. 2.

FIG.

T

FIG. 4.

FIG. 5.

Fig. 2 shows the pasteboard or leather as cut out ; Fig. 3 shows the same molded to fit

the chin and jaw ; Fig. 4 is a four-tailed bandage ; and Fig. 5 shows how they are

applied.

a yard and a half long. In the middle of this or a littleto one side of

the middle cut a slitlargeenough for the pointof the chin ; placethe

narrower portionupward, then tear the bandage down the middle

from each end to within 2 inches of the slit,so as to make four ends or

tails; then carry the two upper ends backward and tie at the nape of

the neck ; carry the two lower tails to the top of the head and tie in a

knot. (Fig.5.)" The ends of the knots at nape of neck and top of

head may then be tied togetherto hold them in placeand prevent

tt The application of the bandage as directed causes a lapping of the tails, which is not

shown in the plate. The object of the lapping is to prevent the tearing of the bandage at

the angle and make it much stronger.
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slipping. If necessary, a bandage may also be carried around the

head and secured with pins.
If the parts can not be kept in placeby the methods described,the

teeth may be fastened togetherwith silver wire passedbetween the

teeth on each side of the break and twistingthe ends together.Feed
the patienton liquidfood through a rubber tube introduced behind

the last tooth or through any space left by the loss of a tooth,the

objectbeing to prevent movement of the jaw. Wash out the mouth

frequentlywith hot water, and, if necessary, change the dressing

every two or three days until the end of about the sixth or eighth
week, when, if all goes well,union will be complete,and the splintand

bandage may discontinued.

FRACTURE OF THE THUMB AND FINGERS.

Treatment. "
Put the fragmentsin placeby extension and pressure ;

then cut a pieceof pasteboard,leather,cigarbox,or thin board long

enough to extend from above the wrist jointto a littlebelow the ends

of the fingersand a littlewider than the hand. Cover the board with

lint or any soft cloth,placethe palm of the hand flat upon it,and

apply a bandage around the whole hand and wrist.

If pasteboardor leather be used,it may first be dipped into hot

water and then molded to the shape of the thumb or fingerand palm
of the hand, then lined or covered with cloth,and bandaged as above,
care beingtaken not to make the bandage too tight.

FRACTURE OF THE FOREARM.

The forearm extends from the wrist to the elbow. When both

bones are broken there is apt to be marked displacementand crepi-
tus (gratingfelt by rubbing the broken ends of the bone together).
When only one bone is broken the signsand symptoms are not so

clear,but by careful examination the nature of the injurymay be

determined. When fracture of one of the bones (theradius)occurs

near the wrist joint (Colles'fracture)there is generallymarked

deformityresemblinga silver fork in shape.
Treatment. " Prepare two splintsof thin board or heavy binder's

board,one for the palmar side of the forearm long enough to extend

from the elbow to the palm of the hand. The other for the back of the

forearm may be a littleshorter,but should extend from the elbow to

below the wrist back of the hand. Both splintsmust be a littlewider

than the arm so as to prevent the bones from being drawn together

by the bandage. Line the splintswith several layersof lint or with

absorbent cotton or soft cloth. If deformityexists,reduce it by ex-tension

and counter extension. Pull on the hand while an assistant

holds or pullsat the elbow,and gentlypress the projectingfragment
to its normal position.Place the arm between the splintsin such a
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way that when bent at an anglethe thumb will pointdirectlyupward

and the palm of the hand lie flat againstthe chest. Apply a roller

bandage outside and around the splintsfrom fingersto elbow,being

careful not to make it too tight,and hang the forearm in a broad

sling.
Another way to hold the splintsin placeis to apply stripsof adhe-sive

plasteraround them, one at the upper and the other at the lower

end. If swellingoccurs, the bandage must be loosened. The splints
should be worn six weeks or two months,and passivemotion "

that is,

gentlybending and straighteningof the fingerswith the other hand "

must be made every few days to prevent stiffening.

FRACTURE OF THE ARM (BETWEEN THE ELBOW AND

SHOULDER).

Treatment. " Splintsof binder's board dipped in water and molded

to the part or any thin board will answer the purpose if properly
lined or padded. Place one splinton the outside of the arm extend-ing

from the elbow to the shoulder (fig.6),an internal angularsplint

extendingfrom the armpit to the fingerson the inner side (fig.7),
and if need be a narrower splintin front and one behind,and the

whole surrounded with a well-fitted bandage. Support the forearm

by a sling,but leave the elbow free. (Fig.8.)
If much swellingoccurs, all bandages must be loosened.

The splintshould be worn about eight weeks. Under the most

favorable circumstances,after fracture,this bone (the humerus)
sometimes fails to unite. At least once a week the jointsshould be

moved to prevent stiffness.

Fractures of the arm (of the humerus) at or near the elbow joint
or shoulder jointare frequentlyvery difficultto make out, even by
the most skillful surgeon, especiallyif some time has elapsedsince
the injurywas received;and the treatment of necessityis equally
difficult.

If near or at the elbow joint,and if there is much pain,heat,and

swelling,as is apt to be the case, cold applicationsshould be applied,
and the arm laid upon a pillowuntil the swellinghas gone down. A

rectangularsplintof binder's board or leather should then be dipped
in hot water and appliedto the inner side of the arm and forearm.

The splintshould be wide enough to extend nearlyhalfway around

the arm. It must be well padded and held in placeby a roller band-age,

and the forearm supported by a sling.
Fracture of the humerus near the shoulder jointmay be treated by

means of a shoulder cap of thick pasteboardmolded to fitthe shoul-der

and extendingnearlyto the elbow,or a splinton the outer side

of the arm, and a pad of folded lint or of absorbent cotton under the

arm (in the armpit). The shoulder cap or splintshould be padded
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the same as in any other fracture and the whole surrounded by a

roller bandage which encircles the chest,bindingthe arm to the chest.

If the deformityis marked, a second and shorter splintmay be placed
on the inner side of the arm, taking care that the upper end does

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

FIG. 8.

Fig. 6 is the outside splint to extend from shoulder to elbow ; Fig. 7 is the internal

angular splint to be placed between the arm and the body ; and Fig. 8 shows the two

splints applied with a bandage around them and the arm from the fingers to the

shoulder, with a sling properly arranged to support the forearm but not to raise the

elbow.

not press too hard into the armpit. The arm should then be bound

to the chest by a board bandage.
After the applicationof any apparatus for fracture of the arm or

forearm, the circulation should be carefullywatched by feelingthe

pulseat the wrist. If it can not be felt,or if the fingersswell,the

bandages should be removed and reappliedless tightly.
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FRACTURE OF THE THIGH.

The thigh bone (femur) extends from the hip to the knee. Frac-ture

of this bone may occur in any portionof the shaft,but the most

common seat of fracture is about the middle or the middle third.

Fractures high up near the hip jointare frequentlyvery difficult to

make out,and the results of treatment in such cases, even under the

care of skillfulsurgeons, are not always satisfactory.
In fracture of the middle or middle third of the bone,the deform-ity

is usuallyproduced by the lower fragment (thebroken end of

the lower portionof the bone) being drawn up behind and to the

inner side of the upper fragment; the weight of the limb then causes

rotation and the foot and toes are turned outward.

If the fracture is a littlehigher up, displacementis shown by the

upper fragment, which, by the action of the muscles, is thrown

stronglyforward and outward. In either case there are complete
loss of power, shortening to the extent of 1 to 2 or 3 inches,pain on

the slightestmovement, crepitus(grating)if the broken ends of the

bone are rubbed together,and abnormal motion.

In impacted fractures,which are met chieflyat or near the hip
joint,the shorteningmay be, and usuallyis,less marked. Loss of

power is usuallycomplete,but not always.-Patients have been known

to stand and even walk a few steps. Injuriesof this kind require
the greatestcare; the limbs should be handled very carefulty.If

on slighttraction or manipulationcrepitusis not felt,no further

attemptshould be made to obtain this symptom, for in doing so the

impacted bones may be pulledapart,which is to be avoided unless

especiallydirected by a skillful surgeon.

Treatment. " In the absence of a physician,about all that may

reasonablybe expectedto be done in impacted fracture is to apply
a broad bandage around the hips and placethe patientin a good bed

on a firm mattress and make lateral support by means of sand bags,
one on the outside long enough to reach from the upper end of the

hip bone to the foot,the other along the inner side of the leg from

the crotch to the foot. Fill the bags three-quartersfull of dry sand.

Keep the legstraight,toes upward.
Treatment of nonimpacted fracture of the thigh bone at or near

the hip joint." Place both legson the double-inclined plane,or make

extension and fix the limb in the straightpositionby means of a long
splint(a splintextending from the armpit to the foot),or by the

weight and pulley,or by the long splintand the weight and pulley
combined, in the manner now about to be explainedin connection

with the

Treatment of fractures of the shaft of the thigh bone. " In frac-ture

of the shaft- of this bone the signsand symptoms, as already
21824"" 12 4
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stated,are usuallywell marked. If the fracture is at the upper end

or in the upper third of the bone,especiallyif the upper fragment is

tilted forward, the double-inclined plane (fig.9) well padded or

covered with pillows,with weight and pulleyattached by means of

adhesive plasterstuck to each side of the thigh as far as the knee,

FIG. 9. " Shows a double-inclined plane with the weight and pulley " 1 is the double-in-clined

plane, 2 and 3 are circular pieces of adhesive plaster to prevent 4, the longi-tudinal

strip on each side of the thigh, from slipping; 5 and 6 are the pulley and

weight.

affords the easiest and probably the best means of treatment. But

in the majorityof cases when the fracture is farther down, about the

middle or in the middle third of the bone,the weight and pulleywith

the legand thighin a straightline (fig.10),or the weight and pul-ley
and long splintcombined (fig.11) are better adapted if properly

applied. Sand bags may also be used in connection with any of the

FIG. 10." Shows the weight and pulley applied with the leg and thigh in the straight posi-tion

" the adhesive strips being attached to the leg as well as the thigh.

straightsplintsplacedalongside.In all cases the fracture should be

reduced by graduallypullingand carefullypressingthe broken bones

into their natural position.In addition to the splintsalreadymen-tioned,

short splintsof narrow stripsof thin board or binder's board

should be applieddirectlyover the seat of fracture.
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If a double-inclined plane is not at hand, two broad piecesof

board may be nailed togetherat a suitable angle and used instead,

always propertypadded or covered with pillows.

The weight and pulley (figs.10 and 12)." The weight and pulley

are appliedas follows: Measure the distance from 1 inch below the

crotch to a point 4 inches below the foot. Cut a stripof adhesive

plasterexactlytwice as long as the distance just measured and 3

FIG. 11. " Shows the long lateral splint extending from the armpit to a point a little below

the foot. It is bandaged to the body and the lower extremity, and may be used with

the weight and pulley.

inches wide, and stretch it on a table or on the floor,with the

stickyside up. Get a block of wood 4 inches long,about 3 inches

wide, and about ^ inch thick,with a hole bored through the center

large enough to admit a large cord. P-lace the block exactly in

the center of the long stripof adhesive plaster.Cut another strip
of plasterthe width of the first and 18 inches long, and place it

on the first strip,stickysurfaces together,so as to include the block

GO
c

"

D

FIG. 12.

A shows the long strip of adhesive plaster ; B shows the short strip. C is the block of

wood 4 x 3 x \ inches with a hole in the center. D shows the block placed between the

two strips of plaster, all ready for application to the leg or thigh.

between the center of each. Thus a stirrupis made and the plaster

kept from stickingto the ankle bones,because it would make them

sore. The long stripof plasteron each side of the stirrupis then

appliedto the leg and thigh after shaving on each side the surface

to which it is to be applied,extending from a point justabove the

ankle bone to a point about 1 inch below the crotch on the inner

side and to the same level on the outer side,being careful to keep the
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block square when the two ends of the plasterare stuck to the limb.

A roller bandage is then applied over the plasterfrom the ankle

up. A strong cord is then passed through the hole in the block

and knotted so that it can not slipthrough,the other end being
passedover a pulleyattached to the foot of the bed or elsewhere,as

may be convenient,on a line with the extended limb,and a weight
of from 5 to 30 pounds, as may be necessary or comfortable to the

patient,graduallyincreased,attached. The same kind of apparatus
may be used with the double-inclined plane,except that the plaster
is appliedonly to the thigh,the stirrupcoming justbelow the bent

knee.

Counter extension may be obtained by raisingthe foot end of the

bed on blocks 4 to 6 inches high. The short splintsshould be well

padded and extend well above and below the fracture, and be held

in placeby stripsof plasteror bandage.
The long splintgives additional support and prevents outward

rotation of the leg. It should be well padded, and have a cross-

FIG. 13. " Shows a splint and bandage applied for fracture of the kneecap. A Is a notch

in the board to prevent slipping of the bandage. B is the end of a bandage which is

to be carried above the knee over the bandage shown at A.

pieceat the lower end to keep it in position.Treatment will be

requiredfor a periodof eightto ten weeks,but the extension may

be lessened about the end of the sixth week and passivemotion made

at the knee joint.

FRACTURE OF THE KNEECAP.

Fracture of the kneecap may be transverse,vertical,or oblique.
The bone may be broken into two or more irregularlyshaped pieces.

Symptoms and signs." Loss of power, inabilityto extend the

jointor raise the limb from the bed. In the transverse varietythe

fragments are widelyseparated. If seen soon after the accident,
the line of fracture " the gap between the fragments" may be seen

and felt. Swellingrapidlyappears and the signsare obscured.
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Treatment. "
Various forms of apparatus are employed,and in hos-pital

practicethe injuryis frequentlytreated by surgicaloperation,
with good result. The simplestform of treatment is to place the

limb on a long posteriorsplint(fig.13) with the foot raised so as

to relax the thigh muscles, or if the patientis propped up in bed by

pillowsor a back rest,the limb may be allowed to lie on a level.

Apply iced water .or the ice bag for a few days,until the swelling
and heat have subsided;then remove the splintand apply a roller

bandage. The turns of the bandage below and above the knee should

be made in an obliquedirection,figure-of-eightfashion,so as to press

and hold the fragments of bone together,the indications being,as

in other fractures,to restore the broken ends of the bone to their

natural positionand keep them there. A pad of cotton should be

placed in the hollow back of the knee and another smaller pad on

the front of the thigh above the upper fragment before the bondage
is applied. The splintshould then be relined with layersof dry
cotton or folds of lint and the limb placedupon it as before,secured

by another roller bandage. If swellingor numbness of the foot is

complained of,the bandage is too tightand must be removed.

If the bandages become loose,as they are apt to do every few days,

they should be reapplied.
The long splintshould be worn about six weeks or two months,

when it may be replacedby a shorter molded splintof leather,felt,
or pasteboardto prevent motion at the jointwhen the patientmay
be allowed to walk with canes or crutches. The short splintshould

be worn for at least a month, and then a suitablyconstructed knee-cap

should be worn for one year to support the joint. More or less

stiffness of the jointis to be expected.

FRACTURE OF THE LEG (BETWEEN THE KNEE AND ANKLE).

The leg extends from the knee to the ankle and has two bones,
tibia and fibula.

Fracture of the legmay be simple or compound. Both bones may

be broken or only one ; the line of fracture may be obliqueor trans-verse.

When both bones are broken at the middle or lower third

the deformityis usuallyquitemarked. The break is apt to be in an

obliquedirection and at a lower level in the tibia (theshin) than in

the fibula. In simple fracture of the upper part of the leg the de-formity

may be less marked, but if the knee is involved there may be

great swellingbecause of acute and serious inflammation of the

joint.
When the shaft of only one bone (the tibia or fibula)is broken

there is not much displacement,because in such case the sound bone

acts as a side splint.Fracture at the lower end of the tibia at the
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projectionon inner side of ankle is sometimes mistaken for sprained
ankle,and if the small fragment of bone is not accuratelyadjusted
and kept in proper positionthe result may be a weak and stiffjoint.

The fibula may be fractured at any point,but the important frac-ture

of this bone is known as
" Pott's fracture." (Fig.14.) This

fracture occurs about 3 inches above the ankle,on outer side of the

leg,and is accompanied or complicatedby outward dislocation of the

foot,and not infrequentlyby the breaking or tearingoff of the tip
of the lower end of the tibia.

PIG. 14. " Shows the appearance of the right foot after a
" Pott's fracture."

Treatment. "
If the line of fracture is oblique,the limb must be

handled very carefullyso as to prevent injuryto the soft partsby the

sharp ends of the bone and thus avoid the conversion of a simple
fracture into a compound one.

A Pott's fracture should be treated as follows : Take a board splint
long enough to extend from the knee to a few inches beyond the sole

of the foot. Pad the splintwell,having the lower end of the pad-ding
at least 2 inches thick,and do not let it extend quiteto the ankle

jointbelow. Apply the splintto the inner side of the legso that the

foot and ankle projectbelow the padding. The foot and leg are

B A

FIG. 15. " Shows the splint applied for a
" Pott's fracture." A shows the thick padding

(3 inches) ending just above the ankle. The bandage B keeps the foot turned in and

prevents the tendency to outward displacement.

then bandaged to the splintin such a way as to turn the foot inward

and thus correct the outward displacement. (Fig.15.)
In all ordinary cases of simple fracture of the leg,unless a phy-sician

is present,probably nothing better can be done than to place
the legin a fracture box (fig.16) containinga soft pillow,and if

necessary an extra pad of cotton for the heel. The side piecesof

the fracture box are fastened each by two hinges to the backboard

so as to be easilyopened or closed. A pillowis placedon the back-board

and after the fracture is reduced, by extension and counter
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extension,the leg is carefullyplaced upon the pillowand the sides

of the box are closed or drawn togethercloselyenough to make easy

and equablesupport to the broken bones. Two or three holes should

be bored in the upper edge of the sideboards so that they may be tied

together,or stripsof bandage may be tied around the box. Two mor-tise

holes should be made in the footboard for the receptionof strips
of adhesive plaster,so that in addition to the fracture box the weight
and pulleymay be appliedto overcome any shorteningor deformity.
Another good plan is to line the backboard (thebottom of the box)
with a layerof cotton or folds of lint and then fillin and surround

the legwith bran.

In the absence of any of the apparatus mentioned,three well-

padded splintsmay be applied" one on each side and one on the back

of the leg. But if there is any displacementor overridingthe frac-ture

must be reduced and held in proper positionwhile the splints
are beingapplied.

Whatever form of applianceis adopted,care must be taken that the

foot is at a rightanglewith the leg,the toes pointingdirectlyupward.

FIG. 16.

The inner side of the kneecap,the projectionon the inner side of the

ankle,and the inner side of the big toe should be on the same line.

In the hospitalor where the patientis under the care of a surgeon

a fixed dressingof plasterof Paris or silicateof soda may be used to

the greatestadvantageafter the firstweek,or, in some cases, from the

very beginningof treatment.

COMPOUND FRACTURES.

Compound fractures are serious accidents and requireprompt
attention. The generalprinciplesof treatment so far as the bone

is concerned (placeit in normal positionand keep it there)are the

same as for simple fracture. But to do this and at the same time

giveproper attention to the wound in the soft parts (theopen wound

extendingdown to the bone) frequentlydemands the highestsurgical
skill.

Shock from loss of blood is the immediate danger. Inflammation,
erysipelas,blood poisoning,or lockjaw may set in later,and still

later the patientmay become exhausted from long-continuedsuppu-ration.
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Treatment. " If the wound is very small,it should be well cleaned

with hot water (water that has been raised to the boilingpoint and

allowed to cool down to about 120" F.) or by antisepticsolution

(solutionbichloride of mercury 1 to 5,000),then covered with aseptic

gauze, and the case treated as a simple fracture. (Clean hands as

indicated on page 39.)
In nearly all cases, however, the safest and best plan is to leave

the wound uncovered by splintor bandage, so that lightdressings

may be easilyapplied and frequentlychanged. The wound should

be thoroughly cleansed with hot water and antisepticsolution,and,
after reducingthe fracture,the splintsor extendingapparatus should

be so arranged that the wound is freelyaccessible and easilydrained.

Stripsof asepticgauze should be placed in the wound and gently
carried down to the bottom by means of a probe,and a largerpiece
of asepticgauze in loose folds should be laid over the wound.

The aseptic-gauzedressingshould be renewed every day or every

second day or as often as necessary to keep the wound well drained

until it heals from the bottom.

In severe cases amputation may be necessary to save life,and in

all cases the patientshould be placed under the care of a surgeon as

soon as possible.

DISLOCATIONS.

A bone is dislocated or "out of joint" when it is displacedor

forciblyseparatedfrom another bone enteringinto the composition
of a joint.

Dislocations may be complete or incomplete. A dislocation is

complete when the articular surfaces are entirelyseparatedand the

ligamentstorn, as in dislocation of the hip joint;incomplete when

the articular surfaces are not entirelydisplaced. Dislocations may

be simple,compound, or complicated.
A dislocation is simple when there is no wound of the skin and soft

parts" when the articular surfaces are not exposed to the outer air;

compound when there is an open wound and the outer air is brought
into contact with the articular surfaces of the joint;complicated
when besides the dislocation there is a fracture and serious damage
to the soft parts,or to blood vessels or nerves.

,

-Dislocations are said to be most common in adult or middle life,
when the bones are strong and the muscles powerful. In the young

and old the bones are more apt to break. There are, however, strik-ing

exceptionsto this rule when applied to the elbow jointand the

shoulder joint. The elbow jointin young subjectsis frequentlydis-located;

and dislocation of the shoulder joint in old men is not

uncommon.
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Symptoms and signs of dislocations. " Deformity is always present
and may be determined by comparing the injured side with the

sound one. The head or end of the bone is in an abnormal position;
the attitude of the limb is changed; the patientcan not move the

limb; and when effort is made to move the jointit is found to very

stiff. There may be shorteningor lengthening. For example, in

dislocation of the hip the head of the thigh bone may be thrown

outward and upward, when there will be shorteningof the leg;or it

may be forced downward and inward, when the lengthof the limb

will be increased.

Treatment. "
The indications are to replacethe bones in their

natural positionand to keep the parts at rest until the ligamentsand

damaged tissues about the jointare healed. A dislocation should be

reduced immediately after the accident whilst the patientis faint

and the muscles are in a relaxed condition.

Having thus brieflydescribed a dislocation and the treatment indi-cated,

the questionnow .arises,How shall the treatment be applied,
how shall the dislocation be reduced ? And when it is taken into con-sideration

that the reduction of dislocations not infrequentlytaxes
the skill of the most experiencedsurgeon (evenwith the aid of gen-eral

anesthetics),it is hardly to be expectedthat a nonprofessional
man will be able to accomplishthe desired results in many cases. It

must also be borne in mind that there are certain dangers attending
efforts at reduction,especiallyat the largerjoints,if improperly or

too forciblyapplied" such as fraction of bone or rupture of blood

vessel.

DISLOCATION OF THE FINGERS.

Dislocation of the bones of the fingersmay be backward or forward.

Treatment. "
Extension and counter extension and manipulation.

Pull the fingerdirectlyin line with the hand, and when fullyex-tended

make pressure on the head of the bone. Reduction is usually
effected without much difficulty.Place the fingeron a well-padded

splintfor one week, then make passivemotion,and, if necessary, the

splintmay be worn for another week.

DISLOCATION OF THE THUMB.

Dislocation of the thumb may be backward or forward.

Treatment. "
The treatment is not the same as for dislocation of

the fingers,and reduction,especiallyof the backward dislocation,is

usuallyvery difficult.Try by pushing the end of the thumb upward
and backward until it stands perpendicularlyon the bone from which

it is dislocated,then make strong pressure againstthe base of the

dislocated bone from behind forward, slidingit on the bone beneath

tillit gets to the end,then flex or bend the thumb into place.
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DISLOCATION OF THE WRIST.

Dislocation of the wrist jointmay be backward or forward. It is

a rare injury. Fracture about the wrist is more common, and is

sometimes mistaken for dislocation. A stiff jointis apt to be the

result.

Treatment. " Extension, counter extension,and direct pressure.

Grasp the hand of the patient,pullin a straightline,and have an

assistant pullon the forearm in the oppositedirection,and when the

parts are fullyextended make direct pressure upon the wrist bones.

Apply a bandage,and placethe hand and forearm on a well-padded
splintfor a week ; then remove the splintand make passivemotion at

the joint;reapply the splintand remove it after an interval of an-other

week. If there is much pain or swellingafter reduction of the

dislocation,apply cold water.

DISLOCATION OF THE ELBOW.

Dislocations of the elbow are serious accidents. They present a

varietyof forms,backward, forward, outward, and inward, and these

are divided into a number of subvarieties. One or both bones may be

involved,and the dislocation may be associated with fracture. Re-duction

in some cases is comparativelyeasy, in others it is very diffi-cult,

even in the hands of experiencedsurgeons.
Without a thorough knowledge of the anatomy of the normal joint

it is very difficultto understand the different forms of dislocation,and
of necessityequallydifficultto apply the proper treatment.

Immediately after the accident and before swellingsets in the

injured elbow should be carefullycompared with the sound one.

When the normal arm is extended (straight)the tipof the elbow and

the bony pointson either side should be in a transverse line across the

joint.If these prominencesare found out of line,dislocation or frac-ture

is probably present.
Treatment. "

Fixation of the arm above the elbow, extension or

flexion of the forearm,and direct pressure by means of the thumbs or

fingerson the head of the dislocated bone, so as to push it back into

the socket. After reduction an angular splintshould be appliedto

inner side of arm (fig.7),lightlybandaged,and the forearm carried

in a sling.Cold water may be appliedto reduce inflammatoryaction.

Passive motion should be employed at the end of a week.

DISLOCATION OF THE SHOULDER.

[After Helfrich.]

Dislocation of the shoulder jointis a very common accident. It

occurs as frequentlyas all other dislocations put together.The fre-quency

is explainedby the great latitude of motion of the joint,the
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shallowness of the socket,and the size and rounded shape of the head

of the bone, the laxityof the capsularligament,and the leverage
exerted on the jointby the long bone.

There are three chief forms of dislocation of the shoulder " (1) for-ward

and downward below the collar bone, (2) directlydownward

into the armpit,and (3) backward on the shoulder blade.

The symptoms and signs are pain, swelling,rigidity(stiffness),
loss of power, flatteningand angular appearance of the shoulder as

compared with the other shoulder,abnormal situation of the head of

the bones, and change in the axis of the long bone. (Fig.17.) In

FIG. 17. " Dislocation of the right shoulder.

the first variety,the most common of all,the head of the bone may

be felt in front of the armpit and below the collar bone,and the elbow

pointsoutward and backward. In the second the head of the bone

may be felt in the armpit,and the elbow pointsoutward. In the

third the head of the bone may be felt on the back of the shoulder

blade,the elbow pointsforward, and the forearm is thrown across

the chest. Another valuable signis that when the elbow is placedon

the chest the patientcan not placethe hand of the injuredside upon

the oppositeshoulder,or if the hand is placed on the shoulder the

elbow can not be brought into contact with the chest.
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Treatment. "
The treatment for the first variety (forward and

downward) is as follows: Lay the patientdown or let him sit on a

chair; bend the forearm on the arm; press the elbow against the

side of the chest and hold it there ; rotate the arm outward by carry-ing

the forearm outward ; pullsteadilyon the arm and rotate inward

by carrying the elbow upward and forward with forearm across the

chest. While this is going on have an assistant place his hand in

the armpit and press the head of the bone into place.
For the second variety(directlydownward into the armpit) place

the patienton his back; remove your boot; place your heel in the

armpit ; grasp the wrist and pullsteadilyon the arm. If the dislo-cation

is in the rightshoulder,seat yourselfon the rightside of the

patient and use your right foot; and if the injuryis in the left

shoulder seat yourselfon the left side and use your left foot. The

same principlesmay be carried out by seatingthe patienton a low

chair and placingyour knee in the armpit.
Another method is to have an assistant stand upon a table and

make counter extension with a towel,or a strong pieceof soft cloth

of any kind,passed under the armpit of the patient,while the oper-ator

pullsthe arm downward. The same method may be employed

by causingthe patientto lie on his back,and an additional advantage

may be obtained by placinga rolled bandage or a pad of any kind in

the folds of a towel in the armpit.
In dislocation backward on the shoulder blade,pull the arm for-ward

and make direct pressure forward on the head of the bone, or

stand behind the patient,draw the elbow backward, and with the

thumb press upon the head of the bone and guide it into place.
After reduction a soft pad should be placed in the armpit, the

upper arm bandaged to the body, and the forearm placed in a sling

across the chest. Passive motion at the jointshould begin at the

end of a week and be repeateddaily,but the arm should be carried

in the slingabout three weeks.

DISLOCATION OF THE COLLAR BONE.

The collar bone extends from the upper border of the breast bone

to the highestpoint of the shoulder blade. Dislocation may occur

at either end. Reduction is comparatively easy, but it is difficult

to retain the bone in position.
Treatment. "

Make extension by drawing back the shoulders,the

knee, if necessary, being placed between the shoulder blades;push
the end of the bone in place and try to keep it there by a firm pad
fastened by adhesive plasterand bandage. The best result may be

obtained by placingthe patientat rest on his back for three weeks.
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DISLOCATION OF THE TOES.

Dislocations of the toes are very rare accidents. The treatment is

the same as for dislocation of the fingers.Dislocation of the big
toe may be treated the same as dislocation of the thumb.

DISLOCATION OF THE ANKLE.

The foot may be dislocated forward, backward, outward, inward,

or upward. The dislocation may be completeor incomplete.
The lower ends of the bones of the leg enter into the formation

of the ankle joint,the end of the tibia on the inner side and the end

of the fibula on the outer side of the joint. Dislocations of the ankle

are usuallycomplicatedby fracture of the tipof one or both of these

bones. When, in addition,the fibula is broken above the ankle,the

injuryis known as Pott's fracture,alreadyreferred to.

Treatment. " Extension, counter extension,and pressure. Flex

the leg on the thigh and the thigh at right angle to body; pull
steadilyon the foot,while an assistant makes counter extension at

the thigh,and press the bones in place. Apply cold water and place
the foot and leg in a fracture box or apply well-padded molded

splints.Binder's board dipped in warm water and molded to the

part and lined with thick layersof cotton 'will answer the purpose.

If a Pott's fracture,use the splintshown in figure15. Make passive
motion at the jointat the end of two weeks.

DISLOCATION OF THE KNEE.

Dislocation of the knee may be complete,incomplete,compound,
or complicated. The direction of the dislocation may be forward,
backward, outward, or inward. The deformity is quite marked.

Reduction is not very difficult,but the injury is a serious one and

care must be taken in making reduction not to produce additional

damage by too forcible extension. Fortunatelythe injuryis exceed-ingly

rare.

Treatment. " Extension, counterextension,and pressure. Have

one assistant pullsteadily,not too hard, on the leg or ankle,while
another fixes or pullson the thigh and presses the bone into place.
After reduction apply cold water, and placethe leg in a posterior
straightsplint,well padded,especiallybelow the hollow of the knee,
and make passivemotion at the end of two weeks. When the patient
beginsto walk, a kneecap or flannel bandage should be applied.

DISLOCATION OF THE HIP.

Dislocation of the hip jointis a serious injury. It occurs much less

frequentlythan dislocation of the shoulder joint. The socket of the

hip jointis very deep,and the ligamentsand muscles surroundingthe
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jointare very strong and powerful. Dislocation occurs only when

the limb is in a certain position,when its axis is changed from that

of the body, and when in consequence of any sudden or great force

received on the lower end of the leg or knee the head of the bone is

forced through the ligament (thecapsule)which surrounds the joints.
The head of the bone may then be thrown (1) backward and upward,

(2) backward, (3) forward and downward, (4) forward. The dif-ferent

directions indicate the different forms of dislocation. The

firstis the most common.

In the first form examination from below up shows the big toe

turned toward or restingon the instepof the oppositefoot ; the knee

flexed and restingagainstthigh at upper margin of oppositeknee-

FIG. 18. FIG. 19.

Fig. 18 shows a backward dislocation of the hip with the knee and toe turned In and

the heel raised and the limb shortened. Fig. 19 shows a forward and downward dis-location

of the right hip with the knee and toe turned out and the limb lengthened.

cap ; the thigh rotated inward and drawn toward its fellow ; bulging
of the hip;.and about 2 inches shorteningof the entire limb.

In the second form the signsare the same as in the first,but less

marked. (Fig. 18.) Fracture of the neck of the thigh bone is

sometimes mistaken for this injury. But in fracture there is abnor-mal

motion,and the foot is turned outward.

In the third form (fig.19) the signsare almost exactlythe reverse

of the first form. The foot and knee are turned -outward,the hip is

flattened,and the entire limb is lengthened.
The signsof the fourth form are nearly the same as those of the

third,except that the entire limb is shortened.

Treatment. "
The treatment is by manipulation,or by extension

and counterextension.
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For the first and second forms of dislocation,above-described treat-ment

may be appliedas follows : Place the patienton his back on a

mattress on the floor. Seize the foot or ankle with one hand and

placethe other hand under the knee. Flex the leg upon the back of

the thigh,and the thigh upon the body to about a rightangle; then

carry the knee inward and rotate it inward on its own axis,then sud-denly

raise it (liftit toward the ceiling)so that the head of the bone

may be thrown over the rim of the socket,and immediately extend

the limb with outward rotation to its normal positionso that the head

of the bone may return to the socket through the hole in the capsule

by which it escaped.
The treatment of the third and fourth forms of injurycorresponds

to that for the first and second,except that the limb should be carried

outward first,then inward, across the median line,and rotated

inward on its own axis,and then suddenly lifted and brought down

to its normal positionby the side of its fellow.

No great force should be used in making these movements. If any

considerable resistance is met with in rotatingor liftingthe bone the

movement should be modified in such a way that the head of the bone

may follow the path of least resistance.

If extension and counterextension be applied they should follow

the line of the axis of the dislocated thigh.'It must not be forgotten
in the consideration of these methods that the applicationof too

much force or of force improperly appliedmay produce fracture of

the bone.

SPRAINS.

A sprainis a stretchingor wrenching of a joint. The jointsmost

frequentlyaffected are the ankle,wrist,knee,and shoulder.

The symptoms and signsare pain,swelling,impairment or loss of

motion, and discoloration from effusion of blood. "When there is

much swellingit may be difficultto determine whether sprain or

fracture,or both,are present.
Treatment. "

If seen at once, before there is much swelling,a

bandage should be appliedfrom the toes to 2 or 3 inches above the

ankle,and the jointshould be kept at perfectrest in an elevated

position.If much swellinghas alreadytaken place,apply cold ap-plications

continuouslyfor several hours. If the symptoms do not

rapidlysubside,apply hot applications" cloths or towels wrung out

of hot water and frequentlychanged. After the swellinghas gone
down a bandage properly applied will afford considerable benefit.

(Fig.20.)
The jointmust not be kept too long at rest. Passive motion should

be performed as soon as the inflammatory symptoms have subsided.
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NOSEBLEED.

If bleedingof the nose occur in a full-blooded person, especially
if such person is subjectto dizziness,we should not be in too much of

a hurry to stop it. But if the bleedingis the result of injuryor if it

occur in a person sufferingfrom disease of the heart or lungs or from

the effects of malarial fever,scurvy, or any disease of the general
system,effort should be made to stop it.

Treatment. " Remove all pressure of clothingfrom neck and chest.

Caution patientnot to blow his nose. If too weak to stand,place
him on his back with his arms raised and his head on a high pillow.
Bathe the nose in cold water, apply cold water to back of neck or an

ice bag to the forehead. Pack the nostrils with pelletsof absorbent

cotton. The bleedingis sometimes brought under control by the

applicationof hot water to the nostrils.

FIG. 20. " Shows the application of adhesive plaster to an ulcer of the leg at A and of an

ordinary bandage from the foot up the leg, B.

In very severe cases the posterioras well as the anterior nares

should be plugged. In the absence of a physicianthe applicationof

this method may be attended with some difficulties.But if the

master or keeperdecides to try it he may proceed as follows : Pass a

fine stringtwine,about 20 inches long,through the eye of a hard

rubber catheter,and thus armed pass the catheter along the floor of

the nose to the back of the mouth below the soft palate; introduce a

forcepsinto the mouth back to the end of the catheter ŝeize the

twine,and bring it out of the mouth. Then tie a wad of absorbent

cotton or lint to the twine about 12 inches from the end of it; then

pullon the catheter and the other end of the twine and draw the wad

into the mouth, guided by the finger,behind the soft palateinto the

posteriornares. He will thefnhave the posteriornares plugged,and

one end of the twine hanging out at the mouth and the other end at

the nose.
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Secure the ends of the twine by tying them together,and allow

the plug to remain about two days.
The wad of cotton or lint should be about an inch long and half an

inch wide.

DIRECTIONS FOR RESTORING THE APPARENTLY DROWNED.

[As practiced in the United States Life-Saving Service.]

Rule I." Arouse the patient." Do not move the patientunless in

danger of freezing;instantlyexpose the face to the air,toward the

wind if there be any ; wipe dry the mouth and nostrils ; ripthe cloth-ing

so as to expose the chest and waist;give two or three quick,

smartingslapson the chest with the open hand.

FIG. 21.

If the patientdoes not revive,proceedimmediatelyas follows :

Rule II." To expel water from the stomach and chest (seefig,

21)." Separatethe jaws and keep them apart by placingbetween the

teeth a cork or small bit of wood ; turn the patienton his face,a large
bundle of tightlyrolled clothingbeing placedbeneath the stomach;

press heavilyon the back over it for half a minute,or as long as fluids

flow freelyfrom the mouth.

Rule III." To produce breathing (seefigs.22 and 23)." Clear the

mouth and throat of mucus by introducinginto the throat the corner

of a handkerchief wrapped closelyaround the forefinger;turn the

patienton the back,the roll of clothingbeingso placedas to raise the

pitof the stomach above the level of the rest of the body. Let an

assistant with a handkerchief or pieceof dry cloth draw the tipof the

tongue out of one corner of the mouth (which prevents the tongue

21824"" 12 5
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from fallingback and choking the entrance to the windpipe),and
keep it projectinga littlebeyond the lips. Let another assistant

grasp the arms justbelow the elbows and draw them steadilyupward
by the sides of the patient'shead to the ground, the hands nearly
meeting (which enlargesthe capacityof the chest and induces inspi-ration).

(Fig.22.) While this is being done let a third assistant
take positionastride the patient'ships with his elbows restingupon
his own knees,his hands extended ready for action. Next,let the

assistant standingat the head turn down the patient'sarms to the

sides of the body,the assistant holdingthe tongue changinghands if

necessary1 to let the arms pass. Just before the patient'shands

FIG. 22.

reach the ground the man astride the body will grasp the body with

his hands,the balls of the thumb restingon either side of the pitof

the stomach,the fingersfallinginto the grooves between the short

ribs. Now, using his knees as a pivot,he will at the moment the

patient'shands touch the ground throw (not too suddenly) all his

weight forward on his hands,and at the same time squeeze the waist

between them, as if he wished to force anythingin the chest upward
out of the mouth ; he will deepen the pressure while he slowlycounts,

one, two, three,four (aboutfive seconds),then suddenlylet go with a

final push, which will springhim back to his firstposition.2This

completesexpiration.(Fig.23.)
At the instant of his lettinggo, the man at the patient'shead will

again draw the arms steadilyupward to the sides of the patient's

1 Changing hands will be found unnecessary after some practice ; the tongue, however,

must not be released.

"A child or very delicate patient must, of course, be more gently handled.
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head as before (theassistant holdingthe tongue againchanginghands

to let the arms pass if necessary). holdingthem there while he slowly
counts one, two, three,four (aboutfive seconds).

Repeat these movements deliberatelyand perseveringlytwelve to

fifteen times in every minute " thus imitatingthe natural motions of

breathing.
If natural breathingbe not restored after a trial of the bellows

movement for the space of about four minutes,then turn the patient

a second time on the stomach,as directed in Rule II,rollingthe body
in the oppositedirection from that in which it was first turned, for

the purpose of freeingthe air passage from any remaining water.

Continue the artificialrespirationfrom one to four hours, or until the

patientbreathes,accordingto Rule III; and for a while,after the

FIG. 23.

appearance of returninglife,carefullyaid the first short gasps until

deepened into full breaths. Continue the drying and rubbing,which
should have been unceasinglypracticedfrom the beginningby assist-ants,

takingcare not to interfere with the means employed to produce
breathing. Thus the limbs of the patientshould be rubbed,always
in an upward direction toward the body,with firm-graspingpressure
and energy, usingthe bare hands,dry flannels,or handkerchiefs,and
continuingthe friction under the blankets or over the dry clothing.
The warmth of the body can also be promoted by the applicationof
hot flannels to the stomach and armpits,bottles or bladders of hot

water, heated bricks,etc.,to the limbs and soles of the feet.

Rule IV. " After treatment. " Externally: As soon as breathingis
established let the patientbe strippedof all wet clothing,wrapped
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in blankets only,put to bed comfortably warm, but with a free

circulation of fresh air,and left to perfectrest. Internally:Give
aromatic spiritsof ammonia in water in doses of a teaspoonful,or
other stimulant at hand. Later manifestations: After reaction is

fullyestablished there is great danger of congestionof the lungs,
and if perfectrest is not maintained for at least forty-eighthours,it
sometimes occurs that the patientis seized with great difficultyof

breathing,and death is liable to follow unless immediate relief is

afforded. In such cases apply a largemustard plasterover the breast,

If the patientgasps for breath before the mustard takes effect,assist
the breathingby carefullyrepeatingthe artificialrespiration.

Modification of Rule III (to be used after Rules I and II in case

no assistance is at hand)." To produce respiration." If no assist-

FIG. 24.

ance is at hand and one person must work alone,placethe patient

on his back with the shoulders slightlyraised on a folded article of

clothing;draw forward the tongue and keep it projectingjustbeyond
the lips. If the lower jaw be lifted,the teeth may be made to hold

the tongue in place;it may be necessary to retain the tongue by

passinga handkerchief under the chin and tying it over the head.

Grasp the arms justbelow the elbows and draw them steadily

upward by the sides of the patient'shead to the ground, the hands

nearlymeeting. (Fig.24.)
Next lower the arms to the sides and press firmlydownward and

inward on the sides and front of the chest over the lower ribs,

drawing toward the patient'shead. (See fig.25.)

Kepeat these movements twelve to fifteen times every minute, etc.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAVING DROWNING PERSONS BY SWIM-MING

TO THEIR RELIEF.

1. When you approach a person drowning in the water, assure

him, with a loud and firm voice,that he is safe.

2. Before jumping in to save him, divest yourselfas far and as

quicklyas possibleof all clothes ; tear them off,if necessary ; but if

there is not time,loose at all events the foot of your drawers,if they

are tied,as, if you do not do so, they fillwith water and drag you.

3. On swimming to a person in the sea, if he be strugglingdo not

seize him then,but keep off for a few seconds tillhe gets quiet,for it

is sheer madness to take hold of a man when he is strugglingin the

water ; and if you do, you run a great risk.

4. Then get close to him and take fast hold of the hair of his head,

turn him as quickly as possibleonto his back, give him a sudden

FIG. 25.

pull,and this will cause him to float,then throw yourselfon your

back also and swim for the shore,having hold of his hair,you on

your back and he also on his,and, of course, his back to your

stomach. In this way you will get sooner and safer ashore than by

any other means, and you can easilythus swim with two or three

persons; the writer has even, as an experiment,done it with four,
and gone with them 40 or 50 yards in the sea. One great advantage
of this method is that it enables you to keep your head up and also

to hold the person'shead up you are tryingto save. It is of primary

importance that you take fast hold of the hair and throw both the

person and yourselfon your backs. After many experiments,it is

usuallyfound preferableto all other methods. You can in this man-
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ner
float nearly as long as you please, or

until
a

boat
or other help can

be obtained.

5. It is believed there is
no such thing as a death grasp ; at least

it is
very

unusual to witness it. As
soon as a drowning man begins

to get feeble and to lose his recollection, he gradually slackens his

hold until he quits it altogether. No apprehension need, therefore,

be felt on
that head when attempting to rescue a drowning person.

6. After
a person

has sunk to the bottom, if the water be smooth,

the exact position where the body lies
may be known by the air bub-bles,

which will occasionally rise to the surface, allowance being, of

course,
made for the motion of the water, if in

a
tide

way or stream

which will have carried the bubbles out of
a perpendicular course in

rising to the surface. Oftentimes a body may
be regained from the

bottom before too late for
recovery by diving for it in the direction

indicated by these bubbles.

7. On rescuing a person by diving to the bottom the hair of the

head should be seized by one hand only and the other used in
con-junction

with the feet in raising yourself and the drowning person

to the surface.

8. If in the
sea,

it
may

sometimes be a great error to try to get to

land. If there be a strong
" outsetting " tide, and

you are swimming

either by yourself or having hold of
a person

who
can not swim, then

get on your
back and float till help comes. Many a man exhausts

himself by stemming the billows for the shore
on a back-going tide

and sinks in the effort, when if he had floated
a

boat or other aid

might have been obtained.

9. These instructions apply alike to all circumstances, whether as

regards the roughest sea or smooth water.
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